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About the Bernard van Leer Foundation

What is the Bernard van Leer Foundation?

The Foundation takes its tamte from Bernard van Leer. a Dutch industriaiist who
died in 1958 and gave the entire share capital of his worldwide enterprise for
humanitarian purposes.

What does the Foundation do?

The Foundation supports innovative projects which are designed to improve the
educational. soctal and developmental opportunities of ehildrem from birth to
eit.tht years of age. Over 100 major projects arc currently' being suppported in
over 40 countries around the world including both industrialised and developing
nations. In all cases. the fools is on those children and communities that are least
abie to benefit from educat ional and developmental opt onunities because of
sticial and other forms of disadvantage. These include the children of ethnic and
cultural minornies, children living in urban slums. shanty towns, and remote rural
areas. aod children of teenage parents,

Who organises the projects?

The Foundation does not organise or manage projects. It %%wks with partners in
the countries s% here the projects tire located hir eamp!e. project partners include
goy ernment departments, local municipalities. trade unions. academic
institutions and voluntary organisations. These local panners are responsible I'm

aspects or a project de% elopment . management. training. impkmentat ion.
e% aluation, They also eontributo a proportion of the costs in terms of both money
and set% ices. A key objectise in the initiation and implementation of projects is
that the effectiveness of the work they ucceed in deseloping k in last long after
the Foundation has ss nhdiass n from the project,

Hoyt does the Foundation stork?

The haindation does not just give grant.. it also pros ides technieal adviee.
information and professional stiff on to projects in the field, The Foundation
Network consist. of people associated w it h projects and the staff of the
Foundation. An important pan of the support gis en by. the Foundation is the
stimulation ol e changes of information. ideas and experiences bow cell projects.
Inter-project i sits arc arranged, seminars and k orkshops are organised. and
publications based on project cspenences arc produced.
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WHO SHALL I BLAME?

Look at me, take a good look at me, it's just me and meh drugs and meh old
clothes. This old shirt that can't even keep off the cold wind in the night. Could
you imagine that I went to school and now I don't have a thing to show? Who

shall I blame?

I know who I will blame, I will blame my friends, yes nw friends, because when I
was trying to learn my work, they had me talking in class and they only used to
distract me. Yes I will blame my friends. No, I will blame my teacher. She never
used to teach properly. She never say as a good teacher should: 'Boy understand

your school work is very important,' Yes, I shall blame her.

Wait! The Governnwnt! Yuh see the Government, I will blame the Government.
if when I did leave school the Government had work, I would of never had to go

by my friends to ask them for money for them to indulge nit, in this drugs.
might of been some big manager of some big business. I will blame the

Government.

My mother and nw father. Is them. I will blame them. Because from small they
was in charge of nie. To teach me this is the right or wrong way to do this. Some

socialisation, or so they does call it. Yes it is my parents to blame.

What that l'astor saying across the road there? 'The sins of the parents shall fall
upon the third and fourth generation to those that hate him.' So what he saving is

that my ancestor have me in this situation. 'Third and fourth generation' so I
paying for my anceilor's sins, you see how life unfair, poor me never do

anything wrong, but I ,nd up paving. Is a Pastor soy it, he ain't go lie, so is my
ancestor to blame.

What you all watching me so for like it is me to blam...? Is me? But is me yes, I
hove the choice to do good or evil, to do right or wrong. You have a mind of your
own, whether you want to stay with your drugs and kill yourself or whether you
want to get up as a man and get rid ot the drugs. So it's no one to blame but me,

only nie .. me ... me,

This book is dedicated to (krard Asyn. a Trinidadian teenager w ho rote
this prose poem and read it out at an Open Day in April 1990 at the end of a
Servol Adolescent Development Programme. It is also dedicated to all his
fellow students, past. present and future: to all the pre-school teachers of
Trinidad and Tobago and all the other Caribbean territories. to the small
chi kiren they teach. to the parents of those children and to their communities:
and to all the people %%ho work for and w ith Servo!. Without them this book
wouki not ha% c been V. ritten: ith them there is hope for all our futures,

III
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1 Glossary

ADP.

common
entrance:

Adolescent Ikvelopment Programme see Chapter Two.

An examination taken by school children in Trinidad and Tobago at the
age of II which determines what type of further schooling they are
eligible for, It is based on the '11 plus' or scholarship examinatkm which
used to perform the same function in the United Kingdm.

CXC '0 level: Caribbean Examination ('ertitkate, Ordinary Level. A set of
examinations taken by schvol children at the age of 16.

Life Centres: Training centres for adolescents - see Chapter Two,

liming: The word liming' is a Trinidadian invention although the activity is
widespread. To lime means to hang around in groups talking to pass the
time.

Montessori;

AR:

PNM:

pre-school:

A teaching method named after Maria Montessori (1N70-1952) who
developed a series of principles. activities and materials based on a child's
developmental needs, Although applicable to children from birth to school
leaving age, the methodokigy is usually only applied in pre-schools.

N'aional Alliance for Reconstruction the political party which won the
geiwral election in Trinidad and Tobago in December 1986.

People' National Movement the political parry which was in power in
Trinidad and Tobago from 1956 until 1986.

The word pre-school has been used throughout this book as a form of
shorthand to indicate the various types of provision made for children
under five years of age. Many, of the Servo) pre-schools are. in fact, called
early ehiklhood centres w hile many of the private pre-schools in Trinidad
and Tobago are called nursery schixils,

rap sessions: Rap sessions are basically free-for-all discussions which can cover anv
topic and have no set agenda.

SPICES: A curriculum which has been developed by Servo) and is now OM as the
basis for all its programmes. It is aimed at the development of the whole
persm and stands for Spiritual. Physical. Intellectual. Creative. Emotional.
Social.

vii 9



T13: The Trinidad and Tobago dollar is the local unit of currency. All ITS
amounts in this book can be converted to US$ using the exchange rate
applicable in April 1990 which was US$1 = TT$4.25

YTEPP: Youth Training and Employment Partnership Programme we Chapter
Three.
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Some bask facts about Trinidad and Tobago

Physkal Trinidad: SO x 59 km approx
Tobago: 42 x 5 km approx

Population total: I .243.(XX) (estimate 1988)1
Trinidad: 1.198,(XX) (estimate 19881
Tobago: 45P00 (estimate 1988)

under 16 (1988):
under 5 (1988):

annual growth rate2

urbanised population

0.4m2
0.1m

1965 - 1980: 1.3'4
1980 1987: 1.6'4

1965: 30(4
1988: 67q

average annual growth rate of urban Npulation'
1965 - 1980: 504
1980 - 1987: 3.6'4

of African descent:
of Indian descent:
of mi xed descent:
others: 2.1(4

Religion ' catholic;
Hindu: 25(.;
Anglican: 15',;
Moslem: 5,9' .;
Others:

Economic indicators

(Ai, per capita 1987: ISS4.21(1
Offkia1 development assistance

1985 t!SS7m
1986: US$19m
1987: IJSS14m
per capita 1987: US$28
total external debt 1987: t 'SS1.801m

1 1



Health

Share of household income 1975 I9SW

lowest 40'4 of population:
hiidiest 204 of population:

Population below absolute poverty level 1477 19872

urban: not Vailahle
rural: 39ri

hfe expectant?) at birth 1%5 191i 7

nude 03 07

female (37 73

19(34) 19SS

infant mortality rate2 54 20

under 5 mortalit rate 23

Educaakm adult literacy ratt: 1970 19S5

male 95 97

female S9 95

sot kti.s.

percentage 01 age group enrolled in education 4

tnI5 980

primal.) 93 95

secondary 3(3 70

lertiar) 4

Wh0441

pre-school F rpulat ion (3-4)

pre-school enrolment
primary population (5 -1 Ii

imary schot )1 enrolment

11-4- pilptliiitI011

first 1.0011 itict41111110datroil

I ()S 5 I 99(1 ( proiccted

53,975 58,030
21,957 29,(KK)

1 71.400 s3.38,i

107.443 1S1,470

24.500 24.440
20.4(Xt 22.700

1 1 he Valesman' ?cal tAil)9 . rhe Ptcss Ltd 1.ondon. 104h)

2 Me State ot the II or hi' 1 17uhli l'No )thnei toi I,

ONIord, 1990

; hi IhTchoonent Rep, irt Oxford iii erso Press tor the World
Rank. New York. 19s9

4 / du, an,,n Phut MSS 199(1, Ministr t Edth:ation. Schools, Public:mons

Brdittli. Pori lit Spam. 19s5
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Foreword

Iappear to have developed a mental block when anyone speaks to me of
writing a book about Servol. This may seem strange coining from

someone who has written quite a few lvoks and articles on the subject:
paradoxically. it is precisely beeau.e of these efforts that I have sensed within
myself a growing frustration with the subject. The reason is that it is

extraordinaril difficult to capture Servol in print or on fihn. It has been
described as a mole cricket, a village. an experience and. illore latterly, as
Jacob's Ladder, and these w idely disparate metaphors indicate the difficulty
esperienced by a number of people ill pinning it down.

When I spoke with Ruth Cohen sonic two ears ago in the offices of the
Bernard van Leer Foundation. she pointed out that some time had elapsed
since something had been published on Servol. and that it was necessary to
fill this gap in view of the significant devekipment of the organisation over
the last six ears, %,1y disnla4 at the proposition turned to relief and gratitude
when she agreed that I w as too close to the subject to write such a tvok and
she w as prepared to have a shot at it. Almost immediately. I began to feel
sorry for her beeause I wall) believed it was a Ss ell-n igh iimxissible task.

Wh',' First. because Sersol is so many things at the same tnne:

+ a non -govenimental organisatioit whieh doubles as an agent for
!vtistr or Education in implementing hAo large national

programmes.

O an organisation %hicli concentrates its et forts on non-formal
education hut %%Inch brings a \ er definite structure into its
projects.

a group of oser a hundred people IA ho ate all committed to
sensitise hstemng to any indis idual in trouble but which prides
itself on el tictenc and cites:likeness,

a inos ement sshich glories in its pragmatism and spontaneity hut
sshich has a earefulls formulated operational plan kir the nest 20

ears.

a deep)) relipius organisation s hich rojitel a olds all c'burch
institutions.

I loss on earth. I thought. vs ill Ruth Cithen succeed in putting all this together?



Second. Servol is a voluntary organisation which has germinated ami
flowered in a Third World country called Trinidad and Tobago and owes very
little to any other mg) model whether First or Third World: it is uniquely a

Trinidadian thing. flow cAn anyone from a European country hope to capture

the essence, the spirit of this peculiarly rambunctious organisation. spawned

by a Roman Catholic priest, a Barbadian Test cricketer and a motley group

of sailors. soldiers. tradesmen, housewives and religious sisters'? Did Ruth

Cohen realise what she had taken otr?

Translating tin ewerienee into uords

If all of the above were not enough. the effort to write a book about Servol

flounders on the shoals of a particularly perilous reef: if Servol is anything.

it is an experience and everyone is aware of the extraordinary difficulty
involved in translating an experienee into words. Pm(' R uth Cohen. I thought:

how will she face up to that particular problem'?

Undaunted. Ruth came to Trinidad in April IWO and spent a nmnth in close

contact w ith our organisation. lintial reactions from the Servol ranks were

positive. It was whispered that she said very little but spent most of' her time

listening to all kinds of people from trainees and teachers. to field officers

and administrators. The subtle esaminat ion which all vi tors have to undergo

resealed that she scored lo in cultural arrogance and high in respectful

inters onion. with the result that we accepted her as one of Us. forgot about

her and ent back to our routine tasks.

remember, very distinctly. the day w hen I became convinced that she was

beginning to absorb the esperience which is Servo!. It was open day at the

Beetham Life Centre and some 75 trainees who had just concluded their three

and a half nuinth training course, were trying to explain to a group of over

hundred parents. guardians and staff. the significant change Nhich had been
rought in them by the Adolescent Development Programme. Though I have

sat through a (Os doien open day presentations, there is never an instance in

%s Ilia I fail to he deeply mos ed by what is said so openly and honestly. There

I sat. ne t to Ruth. tears streaming dom. ft T111 face as trainee after trainee said

their piece. I stole a glance at her and realised she was cry ing quietly like
practicall es et') one else in the roinli, I relased. w en satisfied: Servo] had got

to her.

So w hen she sent me the manuscript of lier hook I as not surprised to see

that she had quietly and &yetis ely ithdrawil into the background and was

content to let the people of Servol speak for themselves through the pages of

her hook, Personally. I think it is the only way to communicate the experience

to people w ho have nes er seen or touched Servo]. Through the pages of her

book, readers w ill hear the authentic voices of the people ).1.ho constitute

xii
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Servo!. She has captured the commitment of the field officers, the stniggles
of the adolescents. the enthusiasm of the early childhoml educators. the
stumblings of the Village Boards of Education, the watchfulness of the
co-ordinators, the fascination of the parenting programme. the aches and
pains of the daily routine, the frustration involved in dealing with
Owernment bureaucracies. the complex. intricate, interaction at so many
different levels. If her description leaves the reader with a feeling of
bewilderment, it is because Servo! is in fact a bewildering thing: if it produces

the reaction that it sounds too good to be true, it is because many of us do

share this view: lithe final effect is that of an organisation which breaks all
the conventions and norms and still manages to work, it is because this is
largely true.

That Servol does work in Trinidad and Tobago is proved by the history of'
the last 20 years: in fact it works etraordimirily well, to an extent that a
number of people from other Caribbean territories as well as a few from
further afield have dropped in to have a closer look at the organisation and

see to what extent it is replicable elsewhere. Confronted with the question of
replicability. we tend to answer ver y. cautiously and our response is based on

philosophical grounds.

Attentive listening and respectful intenention

We believe that if Servol can be considered to he in any way successful. this
is due to our fidelity to our twin policies of attentive listening and respectful
intervention: if we have faltered anywhere along the line, this can be traced
hack inevitably to our having fallen short in the application of these
principles.

It is authentically human to wish to be 'looked upon', to he treated with
respect, to have one's views listened to and to he empowered to shape one's
destiny, With this in mind, we see no problem whatever in advocating this
ph ilosophical approach in dealing with people of any country and any ethnic

We accept the fact that this approach calls for incredible patience: did we not
spend the first four years groping around in the dark without attempting to
formulate :my structured programme? For us there is simply no other way;
you sinip;y have to st ay. with the thing. limit yourself to establishing tentative
projects of all sorts, until the slow process of development has engulfed,
amoeba-like, the entire organisation and a large part of the community. at
sk hich juncture you :we readv to transform your projects into inure structured

program Mes.



The alternative is to impose your own brilliant. pre-conceived Ants on to a
passive. receptive community which has been so accustomed to being the
victim of cultural arrogance that they have never learnt to say *no* to anyone.
So you enthusiastically pump finance and ideas imo an apathetic community,
experience a quick flare-up of activity. followed by a gradual decline into
their own characteristic brand of somnolence; and all that remains is a
building or two as concrete evidenee that Kilroy was there.

Because of this, we always feel a bit uncomfortable when a visitor arrives
and makes contact with us at one of our major centres. We sense the awe and
respect in their eyes as they see the obvious signs of a disciplined, efficient,
weil-run organisation with its computerised accounting system. its tautly-run
training units. its cadre of energetic field officers and its well-documented
resource centres, A deep part Mu% cries out; Do not be confused or overawed
by this plethora of struetures which have taken twenty years to evolve. This
is not how it began and this is not how it works. Come with us to a little
village somewhere in Trinidad or Tobago. There you will see a tiny early
childhood centre or an adolescent Life Centre with a couple of teachers and
a doien or two pupils surrounded by the community, This is the heart of the
Servol experience, this is how it begins'.

flow did it in fact begin? It began with a small group of people making contact
with a number of grassroots communities and asking the simple question:
glow can we help you?' Interestingly enough. the approach has not vaied
over the last 20 years. though the ensuing dialogue has become More
sophisticated. As evidence of this, we wouki cite the way in thich each of
the early childhood and adolescent training centres presently being
administered by Servo( were intitiated.

A year or two or li\c ago. a group of villagers read an advertisement in the
newspapers or heard from a neighbouring village that Servol was prepared
to help any group of people set up training centres for their 3-5 year old
children or their 17-19 year old adolescents, As a result of the ensuing
dialogUe bet ween the group and the organisation. a village Board of
Education was formed and a simple structure was built. While this was going
on. Servo] was training selected people from the village as teachers. With the
subsequent opening of a centre monitored by the Board and supervised by
Ser. ol. quality training was offered to children or adolescents or both.

An mrcist. in power.sharing

Servol sees in this type of venture an exercise in poliVt-Allaring in w Inch the

Ministry of Education. the village and Servol become equal partners in the
programme. so that not only are childien taught and adolescents I rained hut
there is a significant lise in the educational awareness of the entire village

is



and a slow development of people's confidence to initiate and run a project
with a minimum of outside assistance.

We are convinced that this aspect of the Servo] programme is indeed
replicable and adaptable to varying cultures and socio-economic groups.
With Servol, spc.cific programmes focus on parenting skills centred around
early childhood and adolescent centres. It could just as easily be built around
agricultural projects. micro-enterprises, cooperatives or whatever it is the
community in question deems important. It is crucial that the initiativecomes
from the people. that they continue to be involved in planning and
implementing the project and that all decisions are taken by them and not by
the catalysing agency.

I think that Ruth Cohen has succeeded in her efforts to paint an accurate
picture of what Servol is all about precisely because she has produced a type
of post-lmpressionistic work with deliberately blurred images rather than
something with the clear cut lines of an El Greco. Nothing in Servol is
perfectly clear or set out in an orderly fashion for the simple reason that:

Servo] is fundamentally about weak, frail. ordinary. imperfect. yet
hope-filled and conmiitted people seeking to help weak, frail.
ordinary. imperfect. hope-drained people to re-find and refine their
innate strength. confidence and hope for a better life for

I hope that this is the principal message that readers will get from this book:
an abiding faith in the ability of very ordinary people to do extraordinary
things if given the opportunity. In allowing the people who are Servol to sing
their own song in their own way. Ruth Cohen has opened up endless
possibilities of polyphonic harmonies which have lain undiscovered in the
music composed by disparate groups of people who choose to work together:
because now, more than ever, there is an urgent need for the nations of this
world to 'sing a new song for the Lord'.

Gerard Pantin C.S.Sp,
Executive Director. Servol
February 99 l

Wetwr rig up lacol,'A Lischiel" Comrminiiv ilevel quuent in 1 rinidad
(aid 'Tobago, 2(1 VearA ofScrvill. Servo! with Inter American Foundation.
Port of Spain. 1990

Proposed action plan kir Servol for the period 199.0-200(1, Servo!.
Port of Spain. 1990
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CHAPTER ONE

Respectful intervention

Tr there is anything replieuble in the Servol experience it is the
approach and the methodology and not the projects or the

concrete structures. Listening. consulting with the community.having the patience to wait and to proceed at the pace of the people,
these are the skills necessarT for communny workers whelk. ver in theworld they NN ork.1

This hook is about an organisation called Servo!. It is a very odd organisation;it is also a very exciting one. It operates out of Port of Spain and its activitiescover much of the two-island Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. Its influence.however, has spread to other parts of the Caribbean and even further afield.

4.ms

1 oft. I
hd

11.1111111.1.4"..

At the end of the 1970s. the founder of
Servol likened the organisation to a mole
cricket; a tiny animal which burrows
through tunnels it makes under the
gmund. confident that it will eventually
see the light of day. By 19/44. the same
writer was characterising it as a village.1Oah. Now. in 1991. he says that if Servo] is
anything. it is an experience. It' the man4.11br who is the heart and soul of Servo!

"1"11 *tar cannot desc, 'be it succinctly, there is
little chance that anyone eke is going to
be able to do so, A mole cricket that
becomes a village only serves to
illustrate how Unpervious Servol is to
neat categorisation.

Perhaps it would be easier to begin at the
beginning.

The name Sers ol stands for Serv ice
Volunteered for All. The organisation
started in 1970 in Trinidad as a con-
sequence of civil disorder. This .A as the
so-called Black Power Uprising when

BEST COPY
AVAILABLE 1 9



people from the shanty towns of the capital. Port of Spain, and a number of

army officers began by protesting the qv ial conditions of the poor and ended

by attempting to overthrow the govenmient. The attempt failed hut the event

had an eleetrit'yMg effect on the hitherto easygoing society of Trinidad and

Tobago. One of the coosequences was that a Roman Catholic priest called

Gerard Pantin gave up his Joh teaching science at one of the hest schools in

the country and decided to try to help the people wnh their problems.

Listening to the people

Gem l'antin %kJ% not traMed as a oefal worker or .i y. a community worker

and he later realised that thts lack w as one of his great advantages. Not

know mg what to do, he went to the people in the shanty km rt% and he asked

!holt A hat the needed. And he listened to ss hat they told hill',

Vsliat Vantin did yas to lime' w ith the groups on the street corners of

;ilea hterallt and metaphoric:ill) on the fringes of Port of Spain.

inung is a well-know n Trinidadian pa%tinle (not tInktIOA 11 in other pans of

the w odd hieh hasicalk consists of hanging around in snudl or large

gloops. talking to p; the da . With one companion:4 he spent eeks talking

to peoph. N+ 110 w ere suspicious of all outsiders. The area iv as inhabited ts,v

people wilt,. lor a A ide varlet) of reasons. were poorh educated and poorly

housed. had little chance of finding or holding down a job, and A ho believed

that their abilit to sucixed in life was irtualk nil. A lu...jor problem was the

lack of a stable hie. Mau) homes were ithout fathers; many children

Acre lett to A ander the streets tor much of the da and night,

l'antm no a of toed to Int e an% thing to ant ithIR !dual or group. Ile asked

people what iho needed. he listened to their replies. and A hen something

t. ante up thal appeared possible. he made a deal: let us sluae tile cost of let us

share the el tort,

Conditioned to failure

\k lam tw months the org;inisamm had acquired its nanle and Ruffin had

gathered some oluntar cu w orker s around him. h hecanie obvious to him.

atter hours of listening. that the underk mg problem w as that children ho

had grow n up %% ithout e, A ho had heen kicked around and used h others.

tended to repeat the process w hen thev became adults. I LA ing esperieneed

a so lc% ot lad um es. the became conditumed to failure.

But this v% as too htg prohlem tor Syr% ol to tackle. so it started w ah practical.

adnev able %%wk. Thus the fledgling organisation helped communities to

the nviesvart equipment for recreational facilities: it established



(icational training courses: it helped group% to set up pre-...hoofs and trained
local women to teach in them.

The first Life Centre

By 1975 Ss..rvol had set up %es eral doien Co LIFC% for young people in skins
as varied as welding. music, plumbing. painting. child care and carpentry.
,mthough much or the \Lock was stilt in Pon of Spain (scattered in various
litcat ions i. forays had been made into central Trinidad and to Tobago. In order
to bring together s011te of the orgamsatiim's activities under one roof. Servol
began work n a building on a new housing estate called the Beetham. many
of Ls hose inhabitants had been rehoused from Laventille w here Sersol had
qarted, In typical Syr\ ol fashion. the Llmstruction was undertaken almost
entirely by its ow n trainees. The new building, which became the first Servol
Life Centre. was opened in I g7S. Activities included training in a number of
ocat tonal skills. and the Centre became the breeding ground hir a unique

course that has come to he know n s the Adolescent Development
Piogramme t or), The %DI at the Beetham. and in the Life Centres which
hat c since been opened. is described in ('hapters two and three.

young children hiisi been at the heart of Servol from the beginning.
From its e:i[ly attempts to help eommunities set up their ow n tsre-sehools and
to train young w omen from the community to run them. Servo) has evolved
a hilly fledged pre-school teacher training programme. Based at the
Caribbean Life Centre in the heart of Port of Spain (and Ia.so constructed
largely by Se:A ol trainees). the course. consisting of one year full-time study
and two y ems' Internship. has been accredited by the t niversity of ()ford
in England. The training programme is based on far more than child
development and teaching methods. It puts major emphasis on parental and
ctHi1liiLinit instih ement. st filch are gat en equal ts eight to classroom teaching
ability during training. internship, and ueltilication. Chapters four, five and
%iv describe the programme. the iviiple ssho run it and the people s% Ito
pamcipate in it: students, pal'ents, children and commumnes,

mc that lot the lust 1 ( ars of us es,istencc. SerN 01 s.ts reowliscd
and appreciated more by people outside its home base than inside it. But at
the end of 1')Sti. the got ernment of' Trinidad and Tobago asked Secs ol to
cooperate m the dissemination of its tts o minor programmes for adolescents
and foi pre-school% thioughow the country . 'This has led to a major shin in
the organisation w hich. by September 1990, M. a, responsible for 31 Lif e
(. 'entre. lot adolescents) and 155 pre.schook, .All the nets facilities are run
under the auspices of joint Ministry of 1..ducation/Sers 01 programmes and are
locally inanaged ht Boards of Education made up of members of the
communities.



A philosophy of ignorance

In the course of its 20 years, Servol has evolved its Own vernacular to describe

its basic philosophy and method of approach.

Anyone trying to help disadvantaged people should base his (or heri

approach on a philosophy of ignorance. Expressed simply, this

means that you should never presume that you know the needs of

people: ask them what these needs are and what type of help they

want. The next step is thut of attentive li.stening. You should listen

carefully to what the people tell you, convinced that their voice is the

most important element in their own development and you should

continue to adopt this listening stance throughout your dialogue with

thein.

What pernicious attitude exists in each one of us that prevents us

from ofkring genuine help to a felkwv-man and which attentive

listening seeks to eradicate'? It is the attitude of cultural arrogance

which tends to make people believe that because they come from a

certain country or ethnic background or have benefited from a certain

type of education that this makes them superior to other people, In

Servol's view, it is only 4 hen a serious attempt is made to grapple

with that problematical attitude. that people are entitled to interfere in

the lives of others through a process of revectful intervention. The

only way to help another is to do so respectfully, conscious that we

both have a lot to learn front the dialogue and that we will both

emerge richer for the experience!'

Fundamental to this approach is self-development, the principle that

individuals and communitivi. are helped to develop at their own pace. in

accordance with their own needs, and at a level that they can afford. Servol

is not a welfare organisatio t it does not give handouts to anyone. Respectful

interventitm also means respect for the other's dignity those who receive

also give. and those w ho g e receive much.

Expressed and under!, ing needs

()ver the .v ears Servo! has been involved in agriculture, in fisheries, in medical

serN ices, in adult education. In local vommunity development, in small

business enterprises. All of its programmes have emerged in response to the

needs both expressed and underlying of the people it has been w orking

vs ith.

In the s er.v earliest days. the expressed needs were for jobs. care for young

children and recreational facilities. Addressing the expressed needs enabled

4) )
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Pantin and his colleagues to find ways of approaching the underlying needs.
They have not by ary measure solved the problems of family life or poverty
or inadequate housing or unemployment. But they have learned to motivate
people in a way that the people themselves do not believe possible. They are
tackling the breakdown in family life. helping people to become aware of the
needs of children and their own needs. and enabling people to acquire
marketable skills so that they can cam a living for themselves and their
families. People arc beginning to believe in themselves.

A new Caribbean person

Colonial past

Hut who are these people'? In 1986 Gerry Pantin characterised Servol
attempting 'to develop a new Caribbean man. one who is equipped to deal
with the struggle for survival in today's world:7 lie used the word Caribbean.
rather than Trinidadian, because although Servol is a wholly Trinidadian
organisation. it has worked for many years with individuals, organisations
and governments in other Caribbean territories. And although he used the
word man. he w as most assuredly also talking about the women of the region.
many of whom arc left on their Own to bring up their families and to build
their new society..

The Caribbean is a region full of contrasts, It enjoys a superb Climate.
generally fertile soil, high literacy rates, mainly democratic governments. Hut
the individual nation-states are small; they still suffer from the practical and
psychological after-eltects of colonialism; most of the present population's
ancestors were brought to the islands either as slaves or as indentured
labourers; their economies are fragile to say the least, Above all. they exist
in the shadow of a giant neighbour, the United States of America, which
cens vet strong economic. political and cultural influence on them.

The two islands of Trinidad and Tobago have been an independent nation
since 1962. a republic since 1976, Traces of the Arawak and Carib Indians

ho were the original inhabitants of these islands can occasionally be seen
in the features of present day CM/ens but. as in many parts of the Americas.
the colonialists' wa of lite ensured that the indigenous people were
el im inat;:d. Both islands were seen as stepping-oti points for the fabled gold
ot South America. and Trinidad passed from Spanish to British bands in 1797.
although its European residents. then and later. %sere from many nations.
panieularly Frialce, Tohago was claimed %ariously by the English, Spanish.
Dutch and l.rench and was e en t ual ly joined administran% el% to Trinidad in
1897 under itish rule,

About 41 per cent of the present population ol the countr s of African origin.
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l'heir,ancestors came as slaves. either directly from Africa or. more often. via
other Caribbean islands. While Tobago in the eighteenth century Was a
plantation society. Trinidad s plantations began to expand oni y. in the
nineteenth century. Slavery' yx as abolished in theory in 1833. in practice in
1838. The vast majority of former slaves left the land and their place was
taken by indentured labourers (a system hich has been called semi-slavery)

brought from India. Bemeen 1845 and 1917 around 144.000 'East Indians'

came to Trinidad. The term 'East Indians' is used to describe their
descendants. to differentiate them by origin from 'West Indians' xYhich refers

to the inhabitants of the West Indies (the islands in the Caribbean). East
Indians wno account for around 4 1 per cent of the population and many of
them are still dependant on the land. Thus. although there are black people
in agriculture and East Indians in business, the professions and in urban areas.
the urban population of Trinidad is mainly of African origin xhile the rural
population is mainly of East Indian origin. Tobago. st ith no large urban
centres and little industry apan from lourisnr, has a population that is almost

entirel of Aft it...in origin.

The boom ears

The its o islands are ser di! ferent from tine another. and not itist in sr/e, 'They

arc separated II\ about 30 kilometers of ocean. lust I 2 minutes h,s air or eight

hours by !err>, Knott n as 'Robinson ('rustie's island". Tobago is Metall> a
tropical paradise st ith ss line palmfringed beaclws, forested mountains and
an abundance of heauht 01 flora and fiaina, Trinidad. on the other hand. is not

ii an sense a tourist island. despite a few good beaches and ter) good nature
lesers es, ( h er a thirds of the population is urban and nearls a quarter li% e

in the capital. Oil w as discos Cred in Trinidad as ljr back as I N57 but it w as
not eommercrall esploned until the beginning of this century . Much of
Trinidad's econom was based tin the oil industry . so that when Ole price of
oil increased in I 974. it led to ts hat are referred to b> Trintdadians as 'the
boom cars'.

For almost ten years until the od prices slumped. Trinidad st as, on paper at
least, a rich counir, Wap.*s and inflation increased. a tett people bteanic
ers rich indeed, Although nets Jobs pro ided enlpio mciii tor sonic, others

remained poor. 13s the end of the boom ears. agriculture had %
disappeared and the t.ounti% v. ;IN importing most ill ItS foiXi, AS oil revenues

fell. imemplo% Wein rose. On the political from the satire part). Ole Pk.ople'.
National loonlent 1 isi r. , as in posel Iruiui I q5b until I 9fib. ts hen the

ational Alliance for Reconstruction k ts on 33 of the .1h seals in the lots ei

house of Parliament.



'The niiubuw thut is real'

Its tourist board deseribe Trinidad and Tobago as 'the rainboss that is real'.
The rambos 1. used to describe the stunning colouts of the .k ). the sea. the
beaches. forests, sunsets and flora and launa. It is used to describe the many
tesnvals and cultural eents !Itch I ill the streets wall 1%ir:hies. coqunles,
songs and danees: primaril Carni al hut also Diva/r and Phdenv nd Ileouy
and Christmas. Above all, the rambov. is used to describe the people ot the
tko islands. s hose ancestors came not iml from Africa and India hut also
fiiim China. Sria. Lebanon. Spain. France. Portugal. the [tined Kingdom
and Mani> other places and sk ho 'like the rainbms harmonise .0 s% ell together
%se has e produced a WI colours. a blending of races into a ne" People'D5

Like all gloss> htoehures mien for s isnot.. the 4orld oser. the images
painted in k ords and pictures gise onl one side of the stOr . The Caribbean
colouts re indeed esk;eptionall beautiful: Carm al is the single most
important annual cent in the calendar, People of nr,in dii terent races and
belief s hs c aloqsrde one another ithout notable hostd.0 tor most 01 the
tune.

ti) mpIoms of malaise

Hut 1 rinidad in I owil iould not Ile al leti a happ iountr, , In Juk the countr
hit the \sorters headlines s hen a small g roupot !flack Muslims rook the Prime
\Imister and his ('abinet hostage In the Parliallient hthldings. ( )ther eents

ere ILippewng 111 the nd or ter a te v. da s, the situation in Pon ot
Spain Vt as m elegated to the inside pal!es of the nem, Tapers .ind dropped out
of the tele\ Iston nos s hro.tdcosts.

ei.11011. a ad ieiiiirufer of die UpT iswg k Inch led to the toultuhng 01
Selol 21) eats earlier. linos ed to hc the sork ol a small group td
unreptesentan e and misguided /calots. Rut it sparked oft unprecedented
loomil Inch s TeL ked s hole areas of Poil of Spain, TIirs has to he s levied
as .1 . mptom ot a malaise throughout the socret. There is pm ert nd
malnutrition; intemplo mem us teachiw 21 Iper cciii The incidence 01 s mlent
Linn,: is grim 14 at an appalling rati: kt Most (II It IS Lh'111.!*, CialVd. .rhc

111111104.11.11V Is lolling :tpart at the seams; ei Mlle be it 55 mei orelectriiity
supplies, education, health and transpott so.% ices. go crnment bureaticrac
or pris ate Indust; ppears it s oik ettilentl mato iahst culture. based
Iii ;I htl 01:11 VI COM'. tiiuiii Its plant northern nelObour is good.

1111c,itCils to stipcisCdc anodic! i Of ilk' built till h this intripor42 \ tore
ot people s% Ito make up the soticts . et. Itosseser high the Li ime rate. hosseser

rintlnne the nos eit . the ast Ina.iolit of the population are lass ,abramg. kind
and hospitable to one another and to



The experience that is Servo!

The idea for this hook came during 1989 when (krry Pant in visited the office
of the Bernard van Leer Foundation in Holland. 11w Foundation has the good
fortune to have been the first overseas Foundation to give financial support
to Servol. Its first grant was made in May 1971 and since that time the two
organkations have learned much ftom each other. During his y kit. I asked

Gerry when he was going to write another hook to bring the Servol story up
to date. He replied that pressure of work and ill-health meant that he would
not be able to do so. Many people associated w ith projects supported by the
Foundation have heard Gerry speak at seminars, hay c read his two boiks on
the early days of Servol and other articles he has written, and kNe all knew
that the %4ork, the methodology, the approach and the philosophy deserved
to he more %Nide!), known. And so it was eventually decided that I %4ould go

to Trinidad to spend some time w ith Servol in order to write the story. It has

not been easy to write about Servol. The basic problem is that Servol is an
esperience. a feeling, a spirit. It is so much more than the sum of its parts that
no kords on paper could ever do it justice.

Confidence in the ability to achieve

'This book is not a manual or a set of recipes: there is no curt aculum or s) Ilahus
here. That is not because the programmes has c no curricula or sy Ilabi. On
the contrary . the pre-school teachers traiMng course, the Adolescent
1.)ey elopment Programme and the many vocational courses are all
carefull y. planned and carried out. But that is not the point the point is the
approach and the phikisophy 55hich makes people belies e in their own
abilities. makes them ;mare ot ss ho and what they are. helps them to make
their ow n choices. gis es them confidence in thenisch es and. therefore, the
confidence to help others go through the same processes. Along the way . the
approach giy es an understanding ot sock:1y and a ,1esite to sets e the
communit: it enhances understanding of child do elopment. improy es
parenting practice., and turns young people into responsible adults. Hy
working w ith and through local communities. it brings people together for
common purposes so that cY entually 51 hole conmiumties gain confidence in
their ability to achieve. It is an approach YYhich gis Cs people hope tor the
uture, an approach sInch is its S al id tor indusu ialised countries as a is tor

110' eloping ones,

eark years ot Sery 01 has e been ilescribcd by (lerrY Pantin in two
and that histor ill not be repeated here. What folloyy s in this book is a
description of Sersol as it enters its 21.4 'ear; told, as tar as possible. by the
people w ho are part of Sell 01: the trainees. the instructors and other stint.
parents and other memlYers of the conununity Sonic of 11 hat tho has e said
has been taken from Sers 01 reports; the remainder + as told to me during the
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time 1 spent with Servo! in Triridad during April and May 1990. The vmes
of the participants have been included here because they are the ones who
can best describe and judge what they are experiencing. Reams of academic
surveys could in no way do justice to the programmes which are the subject
of this book. The trainees, teachers and staff of Servo!, and the parents and
members of community boards of education, know a good thing when they
experience it. Their judgement and knowledge are worth far more than any
set of statistics which could only measure quantities. Where programmes
such as this are concerned, it is quality that matters.

A truly indigenous organisation

This book should be seen as the work of an interested observer. Interested
because I work for the Bernard van Leer Foundation which has supported
Servol for nearly 20 years: interested because I have enormous admiration
for the work that Servol is doing and believe very much in its philosophy:
and interested because I feel privileged to have been able to share, albeit for
such a short time, in the spirit of Servol. The phrase 'grassroots' is tossed
around with great frequency by people involved in community development

ork and it is so overused that I hesitate to describe Servol as a grassroots
organisation. But that is just what it is. Rather than importing foreign
'experts'. ideas or methodologies and adopting them wholesale. Servol is a
truly indigenous organisation. firmly based within its own society. Servol is
happy to listen to anyone, wherever they come from. but the organisation
korks from where the people are and what the people need. If it takes ideas
from abroad. then it adapts them in such a manner that they become a part of
society.

Despite their many problems. there is a spirit and a jnie tie vivre about
Trinidadians that makes the country an exciting place in which to be. This is
not .just because of the steel bands, the calypsonians. the food and the colours.
The people make it exciting and joyful their humour, their ability and

illingness to talk about anything under the sun, their openness. their beauty.
their achievements. their very differences make them a delight to be with.
One achievement is this very remarkable. and odd. organisation called Servol.
an organisation that is helping people find themselves. helping to keep
conununity spirit :ilk e. helping to develop nox Caribbean people. It is giving
all of us. w hcrever ke ate in the world. hope for a better future.
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NOTES TO CHAVTER ONE
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in the Government of Barbados.
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(HAVIER TWO

Tough love

What I do in the steel hand and what I do in Servo] are based on

the same thing. flew we have them aged 16 to I k) and in the
hand we have the esact same type of person. mc music itself calk
for dkcipline. Same thing with welding. you have to have strict rules
about what you can or can't do. I iike music. The welding gives you
a type of music which I enjoy. it has a timing which fits perfectly.'

Joe Dison is one of Servol's longesi-sen ing members of staff. Ile is one of
the senior members of the Renegades steel hand. to w hich he has belonged
since he wits 15 4siars old. Ile is lso the kelding instructor at the lieetham
Lite Centre,

vu L.an see the Reeih.tm Celine on the way into Port ol Spain. 14: \t tO
a petrol stiition. right beside the busiest liThiss as in the countr y. you see the
huge letters on the side of the large brick building: 'SerY ol Lite Centre'. On
it grit.s patch. underneath the spindly trees, you might also see the children
from the pie-sehool ing, The 'adults w ith them yy ill probably be
adolescents. male and leinale. Some olthem ate triti11111.1_,, ti %%ork %kith oting
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children but most are young men and women training to be plumbers.
carpenters, tailors. ear mechanics and so on, That, in a nutshell, is what a

Servo! Life Centre is about.

An unlikely collection of acthities

The Beetham, the first and the largest of Servol's Life Centres, is home to an
unlikely collection of activities. Besides housing Servol's offices, the Centre
is a place where adolescents are trained in plumbing, ear repairs, carpentry,
masonry, welding, catering. sewing, tailoring and aselectricians, home health
aides and child care workers. There is a pre-school for 3 to 5 year olds and a
creche for babies, plus medical and dental clinics. Each year. some 250 young

People go through a 14-week Adolescent Development Programme (ADP) at
the Centre before entering the skills training sections: another 60 or so adults

are trained as instructors for ADP courses.

Despite all these training and educational activities. the Beetham manages to
cover some SO per cent of its operating costs through income gained from

(very low ) fees and the productive activities of those who work and train at

the Centre.

low did the Beetham Life Centre come about? What makes it such a vibrant

place'?

Joe Dixon recalled how he joined Servo! in 1)73, He was a qualified welder
and had worked on the island of St Lucia as well as in Port of Spain, He met
Father Gerry Pantin at the company where he was then working and said he

wanted to work with him:

Ile said. 'Could you work with those guys up Laventille because they
are very arrogant and uptight?' Ile didn't know I was from
Laventille. Up there we are so cut off frr,ni the rest of the town that
we are very sceptical of people coming up and organising things, But
I had heard about the work he was doing, So I went to the welding
shop and soon I took over as welding instructor. We didn't exactly
have the full amount of equipment: we started with a few tools which
we had to borrow. We made use of what we had. We started doing
jobs, bringing in money. and things started to look up.

The first big joh we had was it large government building: we took
the contract for plumbing and welding. Father Pantin was the one
who spearheaded that hut we had to give him the assurance that we
Were capable of doing the job. After completing a year's eourse, the
trainees were capable and able to go out and get jobs.



In those days we were separated. The plumbing shop in one place.
the electrical shop in another and the welding shop yet somewhere
else. We decided to come here together as one big family. The
government gave us this piece of land where we constructed the
building. Everything here, except the roof, was done by the students:
the wrought iron, casting the concrete, electrical work, plumbing,
everything. And we were training them and they did their exams and
got their National Trade Certificates at the same time.

Later. when we started the Aoi,. we needed more room so we built an
extension. When the students started coming from the rest of the
Caribbean, we built the Caribbean Life Centre downtown.

I must have trained a thousand students by now, though I haven't
kept a record. I always wanted to teach. especially children from this
environment. Because these are children from the same place where I
grew up. but they didn't make it and I did. Why did I make it?
Because I wanted to, and the home is very important. What we are
doing here is to judge by attitude, responsibility, punctuality.
cooperation with others, attitude towards work. I don't regret one
moment I have worked with Servo!,

Joe Dixon and his trainees completed building the Beetham Centre in time
for it to he officially opened in February 1978. From the start there was
interaction between the different departments. Servol was never just a
training organisation. From the very first days it operated with what has since
been called 'tough love': passing on marketable skills to adolescents, caring
for young children in pre-schools. providing medical and dental services
where there were none before. But all undertaken with the belief in every
person's abilities, old or young. to achieve the best he or she can do. and in
the knowledge that there is a cruel wide world out there where the
pre-schoolers and the adolescents will one day find themselves.

The centre as parent substitute

As the people working and training at the Beetham learned about one another.
it was discovered, quite accidentally, that the Centre 'was taking on the role
of a parent substitute in compensating. in some small way, for the defective
family life background of many of the trainees. Since these youths were not
only learning a skill but were being prepared for life, the "Life Centre"
concept emerged, With this came the evolution of a specific Life Centre
Curriculum.;

The nub of this curriculum is the my. This 14-week programme has evolved
over the years and is still evolving. Its origins lie in Gerry Pantin's early
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realisation that learning sk ilk k not enough for the young people coining to
Servol. They have low aehievement reeords from school: their family life k
I requently shattered and many hay e been subject to physical andioremotional
abuse. Their state of mind is such that. e en if they are able to acquire a
marketable skill. their attitudes to life and work make them almost
unemployable. liowever. w hat they lack most is self -esteem and confidence.

'You are %tort h something'

According to trainees \ho completed the \in at the Beetham in April l990:

You learn here that you are worth something. The L'oltrse helps you
to learn who ou are. to control yourself, your emotions, especially
angel. tesentment, ses, ei hod is good: )oti have to get n out of

Jere you c.m talk to the instructors: in sehool they don't hose the
lune to talk to you. A teacher is not necessarily only supposed to
teach. writing on a board. not just maths or Fnglish. hut about life.
You teach a ehIld about life, I might be last in speaking: you might
Ix' last II, ys ruing: that doesn't necessarily mean 1 am better than you.
the\ loOk not at "hat you are hut al hal Voir could he. Tho don't
look right now . hut they look ahead at what you could he later on in

\%t) \%ecks latei . a not group of 84 adolescents between the ages of 16 and
19 started their ,01' cool se, On the first morning they sat in rows in a hot.
noisy vomit. unsure of themselY es, unsure of what w as going to hit them over
the nest los Months. After an introduction by their future instructors.
graduates of the previous course spoke to them. They told the new trainees
what to espect: that the programme is hold. that they were espected to be
punctual and rehahle. and that 'You should take our tinte hely seritnisly
One girl told the gioup what the siw had done for het:

\1 lather is an alcoholic. Inv mothei was alway s cry mg. I was
ashamed of them. hut I want io make them proud of me and I ss ant to

lose them. \Is instructors helped me to understand w hy a person
drinks and w hat it does, When I failed the Conmion Elltrallee I klies

ssa, a failure. Rut sy hen I ,:ame here I kness I ss as a suct.ess, And
now in y father is drinking less and es el Wednesday and Friday he

to Alctilitihics Alion mous and I give him mii support and ms

e, And in mother and I are inseparable. That is the mom anon.

Gerry Pawn) esplamed to the new trainees that in the nest 14 weeks:
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We are going to witness a miracle. We have learned that buried deep
down in everyone is a very beautiful person. Each negative
experionce from the time we are habit.s builds a wall around that
beautiful person. We in Servol are simply expert masons: we help
you to chip away the walls and by the end of three and a half months
you find the beautiful person who has been there since you were
born, and for the first time in your life you learn to love yourself,
Welcome to the house of miracles, not miracles that we Work,
miracles that you work.

The SPICES curriculum

The DP course Is based on the smrs curriculum aimed at the developtnent
of the whole person. smcfs stands for Spiritual, l'hysical. Intellectual.
Creative. Emotional and Social. The aim is to help the adolescents Overcome
the major characteristics which Servol has found in them during its years of
experience: low self-esteem. lack of self-confidence. need for love and
attention, need for security. lack of self-discipline. It is achieved in an
atmosphere of guidance and discipline tempered with love. This is a tough
love which insists that trainees abide by strict rules which have been worked
out by. trainees and staff together over the years. In an environment that
nurtures the adolescents and prov ides many oportunities for
self-development. Servol nevertheless insists on punctuality, reliability.
cleanliness. neatness and discipline in all aspects of the adolescents lives,

During the .14 weeks the trainees are exposed to facts. experiences and
emotions that many have never before encountered. Two major aspects of
the Course are self-awareness and imreniing. An ADP graduate explained:

You are able to express yourself more freely talk alvut how you
feel. what is inside suu I learned public speaking and drama and that
was something I never did before. I never knew I could write. I wrote
a drama and I never kne I had it in Me. I am creating something.

Antoci gaduaic said:

I know how to apply for a rob now.. I W cm tor a Joh at ('hristinas and
I was so nervous. I didn't get it. But if I apply now I'll get it. I know.
because I ',all cotlfideru,

Another sass the parenting programme as the best part of the voi',
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helped 114' a lot. I had problems w ith my mum. I used to ans el- her
back. but now we can discuss things W uh one another. teclings and
things. I used to feel she was taking over WO Much of 111> hie, She
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had made her mistakes and she is supposed to leave me to make my
mistakes. But since 1 came to Servol I know I really love my mother
and all she wanted is the hest for me. I will be a better parent in the

future.

Parenting programme

The parenting programme was introduced into the Alw about six years ago
when Servol realised that many of the adolescents missed out on 'normal'
family life. The programme begins in the seventh week of the ,A01' when
trainees are beginning to feel more comfortable with themselves and with
each other, and builds on the health prolzramme. Basic hygiene and biology
are taught from the start, and the adoleseents are taught how their bodies

work, basic reproduction, and aspects of child development.

'These kids are streetwise,' said Marilyn Stolhneyer who teaches the
parenting programme, 'but they honestly ancietruly don't know what really
goes on inside their bodies.* Using a mixture of visual aids, guest speakers.

visits, lectures and discussions, the programme covers conception. birth.
hreastfeeding, abortion, contraception. rape. alcoholism, drugs and venereal

diseases as well as common myths,

The groups are mixed. and one aim is to show boys that they are responsible
in sexual relationships: that the issues under discussion are not matters which

concern only women,

*Sonic of the girls already have one or two babies: the boys don't usually
aeknowledge their fatherhood.' said Marilyn Stollmeyer 'and we have to
handle it carefully so as not to make them feel guilty. hat to help them
understand what is involved. The talks and visual aids open them up and their
questions are based on real life. We can't take them out of their situation; we
just have to support them. They are going home tO abuse. sexual or otherwise.

to rape, incest. alcoholic parents, drugs.

'They go into the creche and work with the children there and we have
competitions. We take a si month old and a two year old and the trainees

amuse them the competition is to see who can stimulate the children most.
We want them to understand how much responsibility you have with a baby.
We try to deter them from teenage births and hope they realise that when the
time conies to have children there r, so much to look forward to.'

Of the NO or so adolescents who join the AM' course at Beetham three times
a year. not more than four or five drop out. and that is usually for financial
reasons. Drugs are rare at the Beetham and a trainee found using drugs will
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be referred to counselling and a place will be kept open for him or her on a
subsequent course,

Bernadette John. coordinator of the ADP at Beetham. acknowledged that It's
not easy being a teenager now: it has got a lot harder. There is a lot of pressure
being placed on them: they have too much responsibility on their shoulders:
to achieve, to help their families, looking after younger brothers and sisters.
having to work at evenings and weekends. They get frustrated because their
parents set goals for them that the kids can't accept. And yet we demand a
lot from them here: they have to be punctual. neat, tidy, attend regularly. We
have to do that because later they will have to face the rat race outside.'

Special children

Every Ain, course includes at least one or two handicapped teenagers. Some
may be physically handicapped: others will be autistic or mentally retarded.
Servol calls them 'special children' and they have their own, very special,
Life Centre in Laventille. Port of Spain. The Sunshine Hill Life Centre opened
in 1978 and was built by Servo! trainees, It includes six classes for mentally
retarded children of various levels, as well as a pre-vocational course where
teenagers do craftwork and practise social and housekeeping skills.
Whenever possible, these teenagers continue on to the ADP and skills training
courses at the Beetham and other Life Centres. 'The ADP group handles these
special children very well' said Bernadette John. 'and the special children
improve considerably.'

Until 1987. Servol ran just four Life Centres: Beetham. Sunshine Hill. the
Caribbean Life Centre and Forres Park. The Caribbean Life Centre is in
dow ntown Port of Spain and is the base for pre-school teacher training. Forres
Park is in the centre of the island of Trinidad. Opened in 1983. it was built
by Servol out of 'an old mule pen and two acres of surrounding bush The
Forres Park Life Centre was the culmination of six years of effort by Servol
to reach out from Port of Spain and work with different types of comm un it ies.
Not only is this a rural area. hut most of the population is of East Indian origin.
whereas the majority of Servol's workers and trainees in Port of Spain were.
and are. of African origin. The Forres Park Life Centre, originally planned
as an agricultural training centre. now has courses in some eight different
skills to cater to the needs of the local communities. The catchment area
includes nearby villages and San Fernando. Trinidad's second largest city.
which is 11 kilometres away . Trainees on the iw and skills training courses

Forres Park travel up to 35 km twice a day to obtain training they cannot
find elsew here.
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Instruments in nation building

When Forres Park was opened in March 1983. Senator C.A. Jacelon. Minister
in the Ministry of Finance and Planning. referred to the 'ctimplex of buildings
which incorporates. inwr (dia. a day nursery and nursery school: workshops
ftw the leaching, of plumbing. carpentry. masonry. electrical installatitm and
auto mechanics: training rooms for cawring and sewing: a dental clinic and
an agricultural complex of family farms. The appearaiwe of these facilities

seems to me to bdie their impobance as instruments in nation building in

Trinidad and Tobago.'4

It was to be four ears until the next Life ('entre was established, and then it
as not a Servol Life Centre bin a Community' Life Centre .

Nott-ti loctiAl'it..k twit

hcri: othem i ii:ated. the quotation. in this chaplet are taken from
vnversations held in Irlindad during April and Ma 1990.

2 Servo/thioui;11 the vears /f)7049M). tiers ol. Port of Spain. 1989

Neit.%, ol I No 12, Sepkinber
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CHAPTER THREE

A posithe attitude to life

Wc needed to move from the temple because the Hindus are very
twthodos. and eating meat is prohibited in their compound. The

programme is multicultural: that wasn't a problem. The problem was
that people would come with then lunches and there would be meat.
Servol is unique in that it was started by a Catholic priest and was
initially seen as Chrisnan-oriented and then you conic to a
Community life Centre in a Hindu temple. Religious bodies were
sceptical: theres no iss 0 %k ays about that. It was my Job. as Pundit ol
the temple. to inform people that it is not religious. it is not sectoral.
it is tor eYeryonc, Not e% ery one has been persuaded: there are still
religious bodies claiming that Servo) is Christian-oriented. I am
try ing in my oklm %k to bridge that gap w ith one of the major Hindu
bushes. The owner of this building is Moslem and that also says a lot.1
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Harripersad Panday is the Coordinator of the El Socorro Regioni.d Life
Centre. El Socorro is a hustling town some 10 km from Port of Spain on the
edge of Trinidad's 'sugar belt'. The Centre he is running is one of 21 new
Life Centres whi 'h had been established by May 1990 as part of a programme
initiated w if;, W. Ministry of Education.

At the general elt.L.tion held in December 1')S(. the National Alliance for
Reeonstruction (sAk ) scored a landslide victor y. over the People's National
Movement ti,sAi) wh'eh had been in power for 30 years. While the rssi had
given financial support to Servol over the years, the new %AK government
asked the organisation's coopernon in the dissemination of Servol
programmes throughout Trinidad and Tobago.

Deelopmentui birthright

ScrYol agreed to act as an agent tor the government but insisted that the
progranmies (to set up new Life Centres and new pre-sehools) he run along
the lines it had tried and tested throughout the previous lb vears. The
prograllinIcs Acre to he in the non-formal sector: they were not to be imposed
but, on the contrary, they were to be run by the communities rather than by
Syr% ol or by the government. As Servol put it towards the end of 19S7:

Wc Acre Vertainl not going to sell our developmental birthright
acquired through lb years 01 hard eyperience for a mess of pottage in
the shape of quick Vises and impressive statistics. We Acre just as
eager as 'the government! to get something done, only, it had to be
done

Ad\ edisements appeared in newspapers in January 1987 my iting 'any
community group interested in haY ing Life Centres for Adolescent
Development Programmes established in is area' to submit applications to
the Ministry of Education. Such gioups had to 'tx. able to provide a simple,
physical structure in wIneh this programme may be started. The same
ad\ crtisement my ued ivopk. to apply for training as instructors on the yin,
courses, in February, a meetMg A as held tor iepresentatives of connnunnics.
In April. 142 prospective instructors were interviewed and 14 of them began
raining. in Septembei the first new Community Life Centres were opened.

stalled by instructors trained at the Beetham.

One of the first community I Ale Centres !has in H Socorio and was housed
in the I hodu temple. Harripersad Pandas eyplamed:

was the Pundit of the temple, the Hindu priest in 4:barge. I hhallted ho
ser%e the y outh ol this area because I knew what the &tugs Acre
doing: they were raillpaill. This area was called Coke City .
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We did three tenns of Ani' in the temple. There were people from all
religions: this is a very mixed area. It is more Etst Indian than
anything else. That is because of its proximity to agricultural land
and 90 per cent of the people who do agriculture in the country are
East Indians. There are Some east Indians who are Christians -
Roman Catholic and Presbyterians but many are Moslem or Hindu.
It is really very mixed. multi-rd igious. multiracial, all sorts of things.
In sonic: Life Centres, the people in the areas are predominantly'
negroes: in some places mostly. Fast Indians: it depends on the area.

Regional Life Centres

In December 19SS. Pundit Panday found premises for a Regional Li fe Centre,
The need for such centres had quickly become apparent. With plans to open
some 40 Community Life Centres around the country, each offering the Ain,
course three times a year. the existing skills training centres at Beetham in
Port of Spain and at Forres Park in the centre of the country would obviously'
not be able to absorb all the adolescents wanting skills training, The objective
of Regional Life Centres is thus to offer skills training. usually alongside xDP
courses. in arious parts of the country,

The Fl Socorro Regional Life Centre is housed in a former nightclub. The
former ow ner had run his drugs business front the building and had been shot
dead, hits mother. kho inherited the building. wanted it to be used for any
purpose that would help young people.

Six different skills are being taught al LI Socorro: beauty culture.
retrigeration/air conditioning, tailoring, small appliance repair. electronics
and home nursing, Of the 50 vocational trainees 1s ho began in March 1989.
25 graduated in April 1990, Only Ike of the remaining 25 could be called
drop-outs: three other students became pregnant (one of s holt) returned after
has mg, her hah and two migrated w ith their families. The others had
already found lobs, Pundit Panda) k as delighted w ith the outcomes of the
Regional Life Centre's first y car:

Out ot the 25 graduates. %e ha e been 'able to get permanent
einplonient fot 12. That for me is reall fantastic in a place NN here
on ttre talking ahout unemployment. lit the beauty culture

department. ke sent them on Joh training tor the last three months.
The) vere so good that the o%%ners of the salons kept ever\ one of
them. All the titis in the air conditioning/refrigeration department
got jobs because the LI el and the standard kerc etremel high,

Employers don't need a lot of persuasion to take trainees on
placements, The SN' is the key to the progsamme, The !lades are line
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but if you don't have a good altitude towards the Irak you don't
have a good attnude towards life and people around you and then you
will not behave as you should behave. That is what the employers
look at. A persim who is willMg to work and learn at the same time.
git es out as much as he Call. Any employer would agree to a person
like that.

OW major problem is the small appliance repair department 1.10.%1Use
it is an innovation. In a recession people do not throw away their
irons Or blenders or fans any more: peiple try to get them repaired.
So in an ceononlie recession appliance repairs. refrigeration
department. e% en electronics. are going to make money because
people are trying to spend as latle as they can. The people in small
appliances i.ire hoping to get together as a group and open their own
shop and I aM helping them with that. ogether SA ith the kids trom
the refrigeration class. they will start their own cooperatise. I'm
looking hOr a place tor them now and hope they can start in the nest
less months.

Alter soi, they go into the trade departments. V ith an intake es el y
lour months there are three groups of tramees at dif !event stages al
any one time. Alter eight or rifle months thc 1...o out on joh tralmq.
so it is a continuous cy

There %Sas %Lep:ism in the beginning and 1101 there ark: .;7 trainees
.uld we are oser capacits . We also has e to cater for the other small
late Celines in the area. The lieetham and Foires Park act as regionnl
centres. If somcboils at liectham wants to do beauty culture the)
could do it here and s e %visa sk Oh other skills,

Of 25 in 1,1' %On nn!2.1111!..0 Iwo wanting to do ihild aud as many
as Ilse \smiting to do home nursing,: to tram as home health ;We,

1 his is h0;allsi: oh "hat thc! " ost"i`cd to in the sol',

rs en when thcs has,. len the ru the oris.ess doesn't stop. V
Fritia as a ef 1L'haWil thaS so that ssc can 12.el producirs us out (it
Whtm Sky started Friday s wre terrible. 1 hrarige the mentality of .t
ICI to 19 1cal old to he produLtisc is not an easS task. In the morning

Solunteer comes in and teaches an additional skill ol k rib %se do

bank and tieAnddse. l'hon ss4' has c .1 rap session. %se talk about

dru0. dhow larnils planurne. Ahotil NrcrultV. mithing of the `orl
Alter lunk-h. eser other Frula \se has e interdepartmental sports. k
base got to Mhos:Ile. try things .. this formula anre up and it %%mks
ss
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Agricultural training

Each Community and Regional Life Centre is different. reflecting the area
where it is lx)cated. the background of the trainees, and also the interests and
personalities of the staff. St Andrews Regional Life Centre is in Sangre
Grande. a town some 40 km to the east of El Socorro. with a population of
23,000 which depends on small-scale agriculture and service industries.
There are no factories or major industries in the area and the unemployment
rate is around 20 per cent. The Regional Life Centre is housed in a former
convent school: the chapel on the ground floor is still used by the local
parishioners. Opened in January 1988 as a Community Life Centre. it became
a Regional Life Centre in September 1989 and, as well as an Am course, it
offers training in five skills.

One of the objectives at St Andrew's is to reawaken an interest in agriculture
and encourage people to use their own gardens productively. According to
Paul Bousignac. the Coordinator, many people in the area particularly those
of African origin whose culture relates cultivation of land with their
ancestors' slavery see agriculture as degrading. A piece of land beside the
building has been divided into small plots and each group of trainees has to
spend some hours each week cultivating 'their plot,

'We had to make this compulsory: they didn't want to do it.' said Paul
Bousignae. *but when the first crops were ready and we let them take their
tomatoes and lettuces home, they began to see things differently. Subsequent
crops go to the catering department and we are going to clear another piece
of land and grow more vegetables.'

ADP instructors

The key to the vocational training is. lthvmusly. the \DI% And the key to the
..or are the instructors. BelOre 1987. Servol had run experimental training
programmes for over 180 potential leaders from Trinidad and Tobago and
other Caribbean territories, This experience was put to good use from April
1987 V4.hen the first set of ADP instruetors for the new Community Life Centres
were trained. Since then. the training programme has developed hut the
methodology has remained essentially the same, The training period for AN'
instructors is identical to the length of an i n. course r. 14 weeks, Furthermore,

they rim concurrently, On the first day of the new ADP at Beetham Life Centre
in Ma) Nig I. alongside the 84 adolescents were 20 aiults who would go
thiough the sante activ itics. lectures. visits. experiences.

The reason. as Cierry Pantin evplained to the trainee instructors, is that 'we
regard the Servo{ training course as an experience. and not just a thing in

hich xou learn something in your head.' Servol's training officer. Katy
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Skills offered al L.ife Centres

air conditioning
auto air conditioning
auto electrical
auto mechanics
auto transmission
beauty culture
catering
child care
electrical installation
electronics
garment construction
general auto repair/
maintenance

guest house aide
home health aide
industrial sewing
masonry
plumbing
printing
sewing
small applicance repairs
straightening & painting
tailoring
tyre alignment/balancing
vehicle upholstering

Mungo. told the group that. contrary to most other training programmes, the
aim is 'to de-emphasise the intellectual. Here, every single day. you are going
to have the theory and the practice combined. Lectures. films. you will
participate in discussions and .just before or after you will be sitting in a class,
looking at the trainees. looking at somebody teaching them, listening with
them.'

For the first three weeks. the trainee instructors are required to sit, to observe
and to remain silent. The aim of this period is to give them time to form their
own impressions of the philosophy and concept of Servol and the ADP; it also
helps them to understand some possible frustrations of students who may
often find themselves being talked at and unable io respond.

No specific educational qualifications are required of voi' instructors and the
educational level ranges from basic elementary school to university
graduates. Sonic have training or teaching experience: many do not and have
no previous experience working with young people. Gerry Pantin says that
they are looking for people v, ho 'have not been too hurt or too damaged by
their background so as to close them off from genuinely helping another
person'.

Skills instructors

The skills insttlietors' training. however. is much more limited and basically
comprises an introduction to the Servo! philosophy, Gerry Pantin explained
it thus:
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When you are imparting a skill. once the person is good with his
technical skill, the trainee literally accepts him. even if the fellow
loses his temper. If he shouts. the trainee will put up with that
because he feds that fellow is teaching him something important.
And as we explain to the trainees. in a way we are glad our
instructors are not perfect, because if we had a group of very perfect
instructors and we are training you for life and then you have to go
out there and make that transition and get a job, you will not find
people who will tell you: 'will you please pass the shovel'. No. they
say: 'take that so-and-so shovel and get the hell out of here'. How are
you going to cope with that? So in a sense it is good I think, to he
CSikised to a rather average type of instructor who is still dedk.ated,
who is still a fatherly' type of person. hut not anything as giving and
as caring as the .ADI' instructors, It is a good transition. I wouldn't
want ii otherw ise or else the transition from Servol to the outside
world would be too drastic.

Community Hoards of Education

f'..ieh of the Community Life Centres and Regitnial Life Centres is run by a
Community Board of Education with its own constitution. Members of
Boards. all volunteer,, are responsible I or polk.y and for the overall
management of the Life Centre and also for fundraising. Board members are
drawn from as wide a spectrum as possible of the loeal community.
Eventually the Communny and Regional Life Centres shinild be completely
autonomous but, for the moment. they are under the wing of the Ministry of
Educan on/Sery ol programm e and their activities are overseen and
coordinated by Field Of I leers s ho isit the Centres regularly and report back

to Servol Veekl .

As N itli sn much of Seryol. this is if system that has evolved in the light of
esperienee. the sudden surge in the si/e of the programme revealed weak
points and hy rued, IONS, Servo) realised that the w hole operation needed
tightetung. It 1s as seen that:
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'l'he type ot disciplined atmosphere whidi is congenial to the large
Servol Centres is not applic,ible to small Centres in far off y illages.
Our Field Of ricers have brought hack very intcresti ig reports of the
el forts tif teaehers and instructors to ereate an atmosffiere conducive
to learning and development ot small children and auoleseents.

yy filch run the gamut from an almost paramilitary set-up to
del ightf ulk permissive chaotic situation. We have accepted the
esperimentat ion ot the teachers and instructors as part of the
kleYelopment ot a new project; it is time, howeY cr. for us to lay down
clearer and Inure 4eii defined parameters w hich %sill guide the
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emergent teachers and instructors towards a realistic ideal. as well as
to help those already in the field to correct deviations which have
obviously interfered with the learning process of the children
concerned.

Needless to say. we will always be prepared to allow individual
centres a certain freedom to develop in their own way in response to
the cultural signals emitted from the community in question: the last
thing we want is a rigid stereotyped mould into which each centre
must fit. On the other hand it is necessary in a project of this type to
impose certain well-defined limits on inexperienced teachers and
instructors who are relatively new in the instructional profession.1

Two years later. in April 1990. a meeting of Field Officers discussed certain
problematic Life Centres. The problems centred mainly on inactive Boards.
According to Gerard D'Abreau. Chief Field Officer and Coordinator of the
Am. a good Board holds regular. meaningful nwetings: has members who
regularly visit the Life Centre and participate in teaching crafts: takes
fundraising initiatives: and manages the Centre in a way that supports the
instructors (for example. by handling finances ' salaries). When a Board
is unable to do most or all of these things. tough decisions have to be made,
Life Centres have been closed because Boards have become inoperative and
no community members have come forward to take on the task. In other cases.
Life Centres haNe closed because it was realised that the population of the
area was too small to sustain it: the feeder popuhttiob fh:eds to he able to
supply around 25 adolescents aged I 6 to 19 three times a year.

Educational standards

Servol's adolescent training programmes are for teenagers aged 16 to 19 and
a trainee will only be accepted on a skills training course it' he or she has
successfully completed the Aiw course. In the early years, many of the trainevs
had not completed primary.' school, Such youngsters are rare nowadays ,ind
most have finished junior high school (three years secondary education)
while some have even completed senior high school (five years).

Despite their years of schooling. many of the 16 to 19 year olds coming to
Servol are functionally illiterate. Basic literacy therefore forms an important
part of the Aiw.

Some of the teenagers w ho do the ADP don't quite make it and may be asked
to repeat. Servol doesn't use the word 'failure and no one fails on the ADV.
The Field Officers explained that the adolescents sometimes volunteer to
repeat because they reckon they had not done as well as they could have. In
fact. many of them would love to repeat the course if given the opportunity:
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'It is the way they are treated, the instrmlors treat them like parents so it
beconies a kind of replacement family.'

High school students

Tli. . )1, approach devekiped f row everience with youngsters in the poorest
reas of Pon of Spain: it is now recognised as relevant for all teenagers. In

I 989 Servol agreed to accept a small number of students from senior high
schools and from what are known in Trinidad as the 'prestige schools'. These
are the original secondary schools of the country, run by religious orders and
with academie standards which measure up to the best in Europe or the
Working with the (ittidance Officers at the Ministry of Education. students

ho are being disruptive in their schools and in danger of being eNpelled. are
invited to participate in the Yin.. Their participation must he voluntary and
their tlarents/guardians must agree, After the yin, they may choose to retuni
to their schools, to go to another school, or to continue with Servol in one of'
the skills training departments.

Addressing a grtnip of Mlle pnispective Pi, students and their parents in May
,t+A). the Minister of Education told them: 'We are only doing this because

we care tor you. We could have espelled you or suspended you. We will give
You help and support, whatever you need. so long as you stick to it. If you go
to Servol and you fail. you have to take the consequences.' In restxmse to a
comment I rom a parent that similar programmes should be included in all
schools. the Minister said that he was intending to introduce it into teacher
training coliqes and into in-,en ice framing for teachers.

Syr of Is doing its part by Inv ;ting guidance officers and teachers to visit the
lite Centres and talk to trainees. This act iv ay is seen aS wedge under the
duo; according to Tiaining Officer. Reynold Ciepin. ho also visits
secondary schools to evplant to teacheis the philosophy and principles of the

Youth Training and Emplo)ment Partnership Programnw

So keen is the gov eminent to tram young people for gam! ul employment that
it set up the Youth Training and Employment Partnership Progranune

1,19. Funded by the World Rank, it is run lw a committee comprising the
\linisines of Youth. Sport. Culture and Creative Arts; t.'onmainity
Oevelopmenr: and Labour. The aim was to train 20A)00 unemployed youths
between the ages of I :S and 2 in I 9SS. the first year of operation,

.1 he programme quickly ran into problems of aceess to suitable premises anti
a lack of trained instr000l s, IT was ongimilly coneeoed as including an

aspc'L t Ind Set oi undertook to ttain
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However. it was subsequently discovered that the attitudinal training had
been reduced to a two-hour weekly session and was not obligatory. The
emphasis of those running 1-nip was firmly on vocational training and the
development of attitudes to work was so downgraded as to make a nonsense
of it. Gerry Pantin's views are based on 20 years of experience and he is
convinced that 'once you get the correct attitudes. things tend to fall into place
because they are resources the youngsters can draw on: they can go and find
jobs, they can get skill training in different places. But you can't get the
attitudes except at a programme like the ADP. That achieves the change.'

Shaping their tomorro,

That kind of change ,A as achieved by the 41 adolescents w ho, in April 1990.
completed the first ever ADP to be heid at the Chaguanas Community Life
Centre. By the time of their graduation ceremony, attended by their parents
and other members of the community. 36 had found places on skills training
courses and the other five would repeat the Ain,. One graduate told the
audience: 'I know where I am: I know where I am heading: I have a positive
attitude to life. I can now relate to the outside world. Another asked parents:
*to help us to he the best that we can he. We need your respect and courtesy:
Ae need to bridge that communications gap.'

And the communit) ? A local man. not a member of the Board and not even
a parent of one of the students. stood up: he had Volunteered to help teach
one of the courses. Ile was proud to witness the camaraderi k.. and con ,..idered

his voluntar) ork as time and effort Well spent: 'these young people are
taking skills and attitudes into the w odd. We are part of shaping their
hmiorrow

loCHNPII R 110,41,1

I Est co 41k.-ic uthef 1st: I dftated. the Litiolatitws in this Lihtpio ne token litIm
etsai ions held in 1rinidad during ,April and Ma

V1pdifi, anons ,thj del ehDtheni ot the /'/P'Piflhifli ill fespoui.
ma'am t'S front a /feu i;overnment, Sers ol. Port of Spain. 1 9S7

3 Nein,/ Nationa /de Pr//tz/ unme, /)/.4 plan ,int:Itsi /9,5'S flay /9N9,
Port of Spain. 1988
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CHAV1ER FOtIR

*You get twice as much as you put in'

fter I left school I trained at the Caribbean Life Centre. I was
one of the first set. the guinea pigs. Then I worked in the

demonstration nursery there for sk years. You had to he very
disciplined. you were always under observing eyes. Then in 1987 I
did the Field Officers training programme. I look after pre-schools
in the central part of Trinidad where the community is predominantly

indu and Moslem, It was quite a culture shock for me. I didn't
know the area. I'm a town girl and this is an agricultural area. It was
like leaming to crawl again before you can walk. It's a challenge
being a Field Officer: you have to be able to plan effectively. hut you
also have to be flexible, but I love it all the same)

-.NAL

S. I

Charlene Phillip is one of the 10 Field Officers who were working in the
Mii:istry of Fducation/Servol early childhood programme in May 1990.
When the nexx government of Trinidad and Tobago asked Servol at the end
of 9Sb to cooperate in the dissemination of programmes throughout the
country (sec previous chapten. the organisation was ready for the challenge.
It already had a pre-school teacher training progranmw: it had developed an
indigenous curriculum: it had experience in ywrking vkith parents and
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communities; and it had set up several pre-schools during its previous 16
years of existence.

Why pre-st.tools? Servol realised during its early years that the only thing
which seemed to unite people in a scattered, unmotivated community was
their concern for the education of their small children. Once a pre-school is
set up it then becomes 'a sort of listening device through which you can listen
attentively to what the people tell you about themselves, their area. their
leaders, their hopes, their disappointments, and their plans for the future:2

The first pre-schools established by Servol were in Laventille, Port of Spain,
in the early I 970s, shortly to he followed by some in rural areas in the central
part of the country. The need, in fact. was for training of pre-school teachers
and Servol discovered early on that it is possible to train young women with
few or no academie qualifications and turn them into outstanding teachers
and community promoters. Pre-schools were always seen as facilities that
must be 'or the community and integrated into community life: they must
not be services provided and managed from outside.

The Caribbean Life Centre

In 1951. Servol as offered a former school in the heart of Port of Spain
which it turned into the Caribbean Life Centre (ci c ). The ci c is a training
centre for early childhood educators and a hostel for students from further
parts of 'Trinidad and other islands. It also houses a pre-school (the
demonstration nursery) for children from the immediate locality.

The ci.c. as its name implies. exists to serve other territories in the Caribbean
as well as Trinidad and Tobago. When Charlene Phillip started her course
she was one of 25 students of whom IS were from Trinidad and Tobago and
the remaining seven were from other parts of the Caribbean. By the end of
the academic year 1959-1990. a total of 468 early.' childhood educators had
been trained. Of these. 397 have been trained at the ct c. of whom 77 are from
other Caribbean territories. The remainder have been trained locally..

One of the ci c's objectives w as to develop an indigenous early ehildhood
curriculum lor three and four year olds. This vould emphasise language
development, the development of good work habits and a healthy'
self-concept in short. :in extension of the ideal home setting. What has
developed is the spicrs curriculum. which is now used in all of Servors
programmes. The methodology used is referred to hy participants as the
play way method. This emphasises that small children learn through play and
thus acquire the skills that they will need in the future. An active method of
learning invol v ing creativity and discovery. it utilises children's natural
curiosity. as opposed to the more traditional passive method of teaching.
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The pre-school teacher training course was (and remains) three years: one
year full-time at the cr..c and two years supervised internship in pre-schools.
The only academic qualification required of applicants is a pass in English
at the Ordinary level of the Caribbean Examination Certificate (uxu). An
in-service training course has also been organised from the start. This consists
of weekly two-hour sessions plus homework over a nine month period.

Caribbean 1.4fe Centre Training Programmes 1981 - 1990

total from from from
Trinidad & Caribbean. Caribbean,

Tobago trained at trained
locally

early childhood educators 468 320 77 7 1

198 I -1990

field of icers 198 I -1990 64 10 48

Expansion of early childhood programme

3 1

The ambitious programme to expand pre-schooling throughout Trinidad and
Tobago was launched in mid-January 1987 when advertisements appeared
in newspapers announcing the Ministry of Education's intention to establish
new community pre-school centres. As with the Life Centres programme.
communities would need to provide a simple physical structure for the
pre-schot)I. They were also asked to submit the names of four persons, of
whom two would be selected for training as pre-school teachers. Applications
were to be in by 26 January. By 16 February. 35 prospective teachers had
been interviewed. selected and began their training course.

In September 1987. 21 new pre-schools opened, all managed by Community
Boards of Education. all staffed by teachers trained at the cl c, and all
furnished with tables. chairs, cupboards, shelves and other equipment
manufactured in the workshops of Servol's Life Centres.

Also in September. a new intake of 60 students began full-time training at
the( .1.c. while 37 Boards of Education prepared their schools for the tbIlowing
September. By September 1990, there were 155 schools participating in the
Ministry of Education/Servol Early Childhood Programme throughout
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Trinidad and Tobago. These included 52 pre-schools which were located in
community centres and. until then, had been under the aegis of the pre-school
unit at the Ministry of Education.

Early Childhood Centres and training under the
Ministry of EducationlServol programme 1987-1990

centres teachers
trained

field officers children
in oh ed

September 1987 21 35 3 618

September 1988 58 95 1.752

September 1989 85 149 9 2.535

September 1990 155 .114 15 4.763

The t inal decision to bring these 'Ministry schools into the programme was
taken in early 1990 tOlkiw ing an evaluation of the first three years of the
programme. This covued 105 schools and the general conclusion w as that;

The effect on the children concerned appears to be consistently
positive. with a carry-over effect at least as far as the first year in
primary school. The curriculum and teaching nwthtxis are more
realistically attuned to the emotional, physical and psychological
growth of the pre-school child than the traditional rigid and formal
methods. and the involvement of the community in the school itself
contributes to the child's sense of his environment. The programme
itself is onc well adapted to Trinidad and Tobago-s needs and stage
of social development.'

The Caribbean programme

Similarly la% ourablc reports hat e been made :Thout the Caribbean
programme. Between 198 I and 1990. 77 pre-school teachers from 15 other
Caribbean territories u ere trained at the cl c. An evaluation of the
programme. w hieh looked at the work of 46 students in I 1 islands. was carried
out in 19874. The conclusion, were generall y. positive: the majority of student
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interns were playing an effective role in their natkmal training programmes
and the smcFs curriculum was spreading rapidly throughout the Caribbean:
parental involvement was high and there appeared to be both a need and a
desire for more parent education: the involvement of immediate communities
was less than it could have been, although government support for early
childhomi programmes was generally good. The effect on children was, of
course, difficult to assess and almost impossible to separate from the usual
developmental gains made by children of that age. Nevertheless, the report
noted:

There was. however. sufficient evidence gathered through interviews
- that children who moved from another sehtxfl to a Servol school
became more interested in attending school and that children from
the same family who went through the Servol pre-school training.
adjusted better to primary school than their siblings that had not to
come to the cautious conclusion that the effect on students of the
Servol programme has been favourable,

Particularly significant in this rcgard. was the repeated parental
comment throughout all the islands, on the improved socialisation
skills of the children and, quite without any sort of prompting. the
repetition in country after country. that the child had become more
friendly. outgoing and 'would now speak to everybody about
any thing'.'

The evaluation report made a number of recommendations, one of which was
that more attention needed to he given to supervising the interns: 'While it is
not surprising statistically, that from a group of 46 students being evaluated.
four or five would prove disappointing, as resources are so limited, it is a
shame to lose even those few who started out with such great promise.' The
issue has indeed received attention since then. In addition to local supervision,
trainers from the Li now visit interns twice each year: trainees are
encouraged to meet and work together in their home islands: and in I9SS the
cl instituted an annual regional symposium for trainers. coordinators and
Held Officers throughout the region.

Administering and superv ising such a widely dispersed and rapidly
expanding programme would give the most experienced manager a headache.
Yet the small staff at the Li take it all in their stride. Key to the smooth
running of the programme arc the trainers and the Held Officers, Just six
people undertake the training at the (I Aceording to Sister Roberta. who is
the coordinator ot the Li

Trainers hat e many responsibilities, Most of the stat f here can put
their hand to any asped of the training: they have to work hard. They



are responsible for the full-time trainees. the part-Mlle trainees, and
the first and second )'ear interns who are visited regularly in the field
and who attend workshops at tic twice a month.

We are also resimsible for the continuing development of the Field
Officers. for the interns up the islands and for facilitating meetings
for the Coordinators, The annual Caribbean Coordinators'
Symposium. which we started a few years ago. has done a lot in
bringing together those who influence early childhood in the region.
and in helping us to support one another. to share and to become a
little holder. I have found that governments in the Caribbean are
showing a lot more awareness of early childhood and sonic are now
beginning to emphiy Field Officers/Junior Supervisors to assist the
os erhurdened Coordinators. This is because Coordinators are taking
the lead Friuli one another and arc demanding a little hit more.

'The glue uhkh holds the programme together'

Field Officers were described in a cit. Annual Report' as 'the glue which
holds the programme together. Sister Roberta sees them as 'the hearers of
the message and the backhone of the prograinme. Usually they spend far more
t ime than their job descript ions ss ou Id demand in the field and far more energy

on their jobs.'

By September I I. there 1/4 ere 1 7 held Officers operating in Trinidad and
Tobago of w hom I I arc in charge of one geographical ione each I HI in

rimdad plus one coVering Tohagoi. Tho crier iy run training programmes
in four loeations outside Port of Spain aimed particularly at staff of the 52
pre-schools formel I) under the supers ision of the Ministi) of Education
Pre-School Vii ii. now disbanded.

The 7onal Field Offieers s kit schools in the Ministrs of Education/Senol
programme. supervising interns in their second :Ind third years of training,
Their tasks are to support and encourage the teachers and reinforce and
monitor their performance. This includes all aspects of the teacher's 14 (irk .

inside and outside the classioom. and particularly the work Nk ith parents.
Boards of Edueation and the w ider community . All the Field Officers has e
been pre-school teachets: eral of them, like (.'harlene %,k Cc trained
b) Sono! at the ct .

held Officers make monthl) reports to the crt and each Vear they write
reports on the pre-schools and coninumnies the) have been visiting. Angela
Alesander covers an area in the south of Trinidad. She has been associated
ss ith Sersol I roni the very beginning. is a trained pre-school teacher and has
done a rural des clopment course, She w rote of her first ) ear as a Field Officer:
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I made daily visits to each community and sixin discovered that the
communities did not know much about what pre-scluvol education
entailed. The teachers were inexperienced. the education boards had
various views of their role and function within the school
community. It was at this juncture I realised that I had taken on a job
that would require all my energies in order to accomplish the goals
which I had established. Each area was unique and had to be handled
differently',

Reaching out to parents

Field Officer ( iillian SImum's training includes a Montessori course and the
ic eourse. She worked in a private nursery for three years hut came hack to

Servol to be a Field Officer 'because I missed the work and the people and
here you can reach out to so many people and parents'. Her schools are in
Ptill 01 Spain and in 198) she repotied on the parent and community aspects
of the programme!

Froni the I eedback I have reeeived front my teachers this aspeet of
the programme seems to Ile the most difficult in terms of
participation. Front past experiences however. we have discovered
that consktency and proper organisation enhanees the level of
part ic ipat ion in Lies programmes,

The rewards. IlliWever. are many. Cynthia Celestin worked aS a secondary
school teacher in her home island of St Lueia. 110'ilig taken a Montessori
course in Trinidad. she became a Servol held Officer in 1988. She reflected
m her annual report on the children attending the pre-schools she had been
visiting for the last year:

When I think back to the early days of tears and insecurity. I wonder.
are these the same children? Surely' I must he mistaken, In every
Centre I can identify at least two ehildren who were crying.
scieaming and sobbing for a whole week, in sonie eases it was
longer. I now look at these same children. who have become so
scenic, so brave. so confident and so independent. and So I Voila for
the success of the programme,

Beryl Saunders trained in Europe and was the principal of a model nursely
school in San Fernando. She had decided to open her own pre-school w hen
she heard of a Field Officer vacancy w ith Servol. Now working w ith
pre-schools in the south of Trinidad she commented:

ln some communities one Major link'slion being raised is that in our
(*cubes 'children play all day ', As Field 01 I icer I have explained that
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play at this early stage of a child's development is the medium
through which a child learns. It is a serious and deeply significant
activity for the young children. The focus of play at this age is the
core of their whole future. It has been explained that because a child
learns through play, he learns willingly and learns much especially
if there is a series of playthings and games. The role of the adult is to
plan and supervise the activities. to recognise the teachable moments,
and intervene at the appropriate time.

Susana Ferreira covers a zone in the east of Trinidad. At one time she ran her
own pre-school, but is happy to be working as a Field Officer;

I enjoyed running my own sehool and influencing parents but in this
job you can influence 300 parents and I have so much to give. But
when I reflect I realise that I am getting so much. You get twice as
much as you put in.

'They can do so much more than they think they can'

The trainers at the cnc all have university backgrounds and most have studied
and worked in other countries. Marcel tie Govia. for example. studied and
worked in the CSA and Grenada before coming back to her native Trinidad.
She finds her work challenging as well as rewarding:

To see young women coming into a training institution feeling so
alone, not having that self-confidence to teel that they can do. and
then after a year you see that young person go out there and run a
whole school. manage it. set it up. We are certainly laying down
some skills, many skills within our women to show them that they
can do so much more than they think they can.

In addition to her teaching and supervisory duties, Marcel de Govia is also
the community coordinator, meeting new Boards of Education wishing to
joM the programme. She checks on the three basic needs: the identification
of someone to he trained, a site or building for the pre-school, and the financial
aspects. Communities make contact following advertisements or from
knowing other communities where a pre-school has already been established,
Potential trainees are selected in April and hegM training the following
September.

Between September and December I visit the new communities with
the new trainees to meet with their Boards. We begin to prepare the
school for entry into the progranure. In all the Boards, it is voluntary.
Trainees have to understand that if someone is volunteering their
time, it is important for them to get involved and to find out exactly
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how they can assist. Although the course is very demanding, we feel
there are times when they must make themselves available to
participate in Board activities. Because without the Boards and
without their support they wouldn't have the backing to establish the
early childhami centres.

A lot of pre-schools are in community centres which we use as
temporary housing. but the communities need their centres for other
kinds of activities. We hope that, as we work more closely with the
Ministry of L'ommunity Development. annexes can be built on the
same sites so that we would be able to have a self-contained
pre-school and the community centre can be left to expand its own
programme. This is our whole thrust now. The community centres
have a conflict of interests because a school is a school, recreation is
recreation.

Servol would like to see the pre-schools remain small with a maximum of 30
to 35 children in twoelasses, One community is now planning a second school
because the first one had an enrAment nearing 70. Marcel de Govia explains:

If we arc talking about large centres, we have to put in the personnel
to make it effective, You are talking about having to have a principal.
someone to do the record-keeping. someone to do the books.
adminktrative staff and so on. It gets too much for the teachers
themselves to handle. We would like the teacher to perform at all
levels, If she is going to be overburdened with administrative work,
then the actual teaching in the classroom will suffer.

Community Boards of Education

37

What kind of people serve on the Community Boards of Education? As
everyw here. it tends to be the same people who volunteer for things. Marcel
de Gov ia does not come across too many prtiblems in finding members. but
once the Board is established she sees four problematic areas: interpersonal
relations. organisational planning. accounting and management.

We are asking them all to function in these four areas hut we haven't
really equipped them with the know-how, They need the back-up and
support and we are looking at ways of giving them this. HowevLr
problemata: the situation may' be. we try to redirect their problems
and iero back on why it is we have come together. That it is the
pre-schoa we are working towards. In most instances, people in
communities can rise above the things that have trapped them for so
many years because of the nature of the community where most
people have been feeling so alienated or so removed from the urban
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settings. 11 is true that t ot of our rural etunmunn les have tseen
neglected for basic needs. Hut if you have that dedication the people
can see themselves developing projects that will hrMg a certain
amount of satisfaction to their communities. 'This holds across all
ethnic lines, all stwio-econornie lines because that need is there, It is
even more helpful when you gel teachers who put forward a school
that is of a very high standard because it makes them feel that their
contribution I orihwhiile, nal is key. 14 hen the leacher works with
them.

Smile of the conlintitilties %%here the pre, schools ;ire situated are in urban
areas, more are in rural areas. The conununities are poor with high rates of
unemployment and lindereiliployntent: poor health facilities: and inadequate
supplies of such WIN ices as %kater.eleCtrieity and 1,1aste disposal, Parents and
glandparenk «Hen have had little education themselves beyond primary'
school. A maim problem in rural areas is that those children sk ho do well in
secondary school or Ingher education usually, leave for the towns and clties
ol Ii undad and I miller afield.

Accreditation I), ()tord t:nhersity

The Syr% (11 pre school teachei naming piogiamme has had to light many
battles lot lecognition; too many people believe that a programme designed
to help poor children must necessarily be a 1111t4 progranline. To counter this.
the methodoloy has been much more trad mortal and didactic than that used
tor the 11i1*. 111 the latter case. Servol s as !waking new grolind and therefore
IL.11 live to epetiment. The result is a learning programme based on
espet ience. Hie early childhood progratnine. 1nm e% en Could he illeastired
against 111;1111 other limning programmes tot teachers ot young children and
has had to pm% e itself in the Lit. e iii opposInoll and CI IlliI111. ()Ile til the
criticisms is that tlaillees do not possess the usual academic requirements for
einrs into other training courses itisualk a minimum ol live passes at

hilinary les t

Sery ol had ;wino:Kited the l mumeiuts ()I the West Indies lor accreditation
%%hit li 11as rel Used lueciitise 01 the cunt req(11fe111(..111s l'ollow1111! this. 11

apploaclied Os told 'Ill% el ,0 mnmlmngl.inntl. Tinc Lnnseimi

appi (IA hi 1(1 c% .111(.1111T 1111%, polple thenisel% es assess the work.

(11IIlIIIL* Pal ken. a rI eC.uici at a College of Education m lord. visaed
omdad in Apt II 19,4) to make a tinal assessment of trainees ('n behalf of the

()\ told DelegaL'y Ilia ilc.'Lledth tnure On behalf ol the rinversity
According to het. the DelegacV is 'Mole concerned N tin shai konies out at
the end than ss 1111 shat goes in at die hegilliIing. It is IntiCh Inolc credit to a
Lourse it it can turn people out w ho lia%en't got the entry quaill ications.'
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During her visit, Christine Parker, as well as visiting final-year interim.
worked with the cif staff and Field Officers, helping them to standardise
their methods of assessment.

They are teaching what is called the language experience approach to
acquiring reading and writing. That means that everything the
children do is pictured, written up, and there is lots of writing all
round the classroom. And the children learn to read basically from
what is around them. From that point of view, they would expect
every student to be good at display work, putting up pictures. neat
clear lettering and so on. And they have certain expectations about
personality as well, They are very much into warm approachable
teachers.

We are arguing that we vvant to go on the student's performance in
the classroom because sonie of the students are exceptionally good
teachers but very [XVI" on examinations.

'Hie community and parental aspects stagger me. It is unique work
they. do. I don't know of an> other teacher that has to build her own
school.

If they can ehange parental attitudes then they can change the whole
standard of education in the country. What this programme is doing
is looking at what k needed in the situation and supplying that need
in a W ay that k financially viable and making use of the resources in
the community.

I have immense admiration for What the teacher trainers are doing. If
they got even half of their students competent that W ou Id be a
miracle, and in fact they get more than half really functioning well.
They have taught them to believe in this principle of education that is
child-eentred and enables the child to grow. You talk to any of the
students, even those that ate not necessarily performing very well:
they can all tell you how important it is for children to be enabled to
play freely. to acquire the concepts and things like this. They have to
learn this w ell because they have to convince the parents that this is it
!!ood way of educating, The parents can see how different it is from
the formal nursery school where they are sitting down and copy

nting all the time.

I certainly haY c no doubts ai all about acerediting the course.

In Ma> 1990. the fits! .)xford certificates were awarded to 25 pre-school
teachers imeluding sever, Field Offit:ers ho had to sit their examinations
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again for thk purpose). A fuiTher 33 received Ministry of Education/Servof
(*enificates and just OW receikVd CCrtificate of Participation.

!SOILS ID tliAlr11,14 R

1 I', v.hete otherk% Ise indicated. the quotations in this chapter are taken from
L.olnersations held in Inindad during April ind Nlit

2 Montrichad R.. Servo/ t a. ek the tit;hock. Servol Printinp Servkes. Port iii
Spain. NM), p 17

1.14/11a/PM it'pot .SCUI k !non 111 !Hal III ot,InifMne of eal/V

hildhifrO14111 a0101 whi care in in risk ells. Pvisonnel Managemein
tiers ices Ltd,. Port ol Spain. It/90

4 I vahninon i e/ioF1 on .Servid' % thniun, p. 000non,' los pie %, 11001
;eat s. Pasonticl N1anagement SCr R:es Ltd.. Vint ol Spain. I 9S7

h Annual I 1,11thitile kept., I on the .Vition hie I day ( inhlhood /Alin w
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CHAFFER FIVE

They are playing, but they are learning

111111111111p

Orientation

y4)11 stan w ith orientation in

September fin a month. You
conw to a course to learn to be an
early chikihood educator and in that
first month there was nothing to do
with methods or educalii in. Instead
we try to develop ourselves. our
personal awareness. We had public
speaking, %ve had drama we had so
many things. I saw atter a while that
I had a imor concept of myself and
through that orientation we were
exposed to sli Much. I remember
Fathe Pantin telling us 'your mind
or your brain is a factory where you
can manufacture anything: you are
capahlc of manufacturing anything'.
I will never forget that statenwnt.

Orientation made me think I could do so much: there is so much in
MC. In a %%, ay II Ctimitlit Wiled US tor the course so that whatever trials

or iroullies came up we were able to lace them.'

Carol Sambury is !Finn a vdlage in the south of Trinidad. She has been
teaL.hing in the contintam 's pre-sellool since 1954 anil in September 1959
she embarked on hei trannq course at Me Caribbean I :no Centre

t i n Pon of Spain.

1 he 'orientation' she tie.L.1 Ines allok. is n aintivation in the pre-school
teacher s 11111.e Inch she and her fellow students V, CR' the 1 mrst to

experience. The decisron to a tour week orientation period at Me
Ilepirrillrig of the course was based On itil as other
programilics, specil wally . the Adolescent l)evelopment Programme ( Ala..) at
the I ale Centics 111th 111C accompariying programme to train instructors for
the vi ii The Alma( I. aluatr% Rept)I-C for the Ministry of Fducation/Servol
prtyl amine rot 1958. 1 t/St) nolt'd III;m1 Savors various 1111ip'allIfIle had led
%anionic insights into one 1110t1IL'I 0501,111L' yvar. and Mar \ per ionee with die

#
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adolescents pmgrammes had led to a decision to incorporate an adaptation
of the ALP into the pre-school teacher training programme:

It is true that we would have to leave out a certain amount of course
infortnation to make room for this programme, but it was well worth
it if the final product was an educator who had come to terms with
herself as a person. with increased self-esteem and a more positive
attitude to life.

The truth is. we did not need too much convincing to make the
change. The observations of teacher trainers and Field Officers
indicated that the most important factor in teacher effectiveness was
not knowledge but the personality of the teacher. particularly in so
far as the latter appeared to he comfortable with herself. capable of
easily forming relationships with children and adults and
non-defensive in her attitude to life in general and to the people with
w hom she worked in particular,

As w Oh the vtn,. the bask of the orientation month. and of the pre-school
teacher training course. is the sywrs curriculum,

Self development and self awareness

It v% mild be possible to reproduce the syllahus here hut 'orientation' is about
process. about development and about self-awareness, Instead, let some of
the teacher trainees describe what happened to them during those first four
weeks.

42

We had personal development. public speaking. you could participate
in writing something and then coming in front and talking to the
class. It Was the first few Wceks of us coming together so you felt that
you didn't know the people. Yet when we started to bring all these
things together people just stood up and they had more confidence.
The way in which it was done. you telt confident to stand up and talk
out. We had drama and spirituality and I thought spirituality was
brought across in a ker. real sense because they didn't focus on any
religion. What I got front spirituality Nils that it means to have a
respect for humankind and to see everybody as a person who you ale
supposed to respect and not to dominate or to say my religious
leaning is better than vours. It Was really something else.
Igiverh.ititthhid)

It helps you to deal not only with the children but with the parents.
As teachers you have to have parent meetings. share s ith the
conlinunity, meet w ith boards, The self-awareness programme helps
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you to accept yourself, who you are. to accept others. to see others as
they are. Sometimes as a human being you tend to want to tell other
people what you want them to be. hut this opens up an awareness in
you that people are who they are and you can live and work with
people as they are and help them to realise their best selves. (Grace
Phillips, fehnuiva)

Other training courses go straight into it: you're never given a chance
to settle in. It was a foundation. One month was right. (I 'erlin Ralph,
Antigua)

In October 1989, a hurricane struek much of the Caribbean. although it missed
Trinidad. The home countries of many of the students from other islands were
devastated. Cathleen Matthew from Antigua recalled:

If it had not been for that month, we would have gone home when
the hurricane struck. We pulled together. If we had not realised our
responsibihty to the cause to which we are called, we would have
gone home. I just wanted to he back with my people to assist them
and then you realise that I can help by being here. The people on the
course from Trinidad all came to talk to us and helped us.

Despite the many positive aspects of the orientation numth. some students
found it to be a difficult experience. Stmia Rodd from Grenada explained:

It was real tough. Coming in you expected things to be a hit light. hut
classes were S to 3. sometimes extra classes till 6 or 6.30. And we
had to make things we had never made before. Like crafts or soft
toys. But afterwards I realised we were being prepared. Without that
orientation programme I don't think We could have coped. It was
very good: we learned a lot. Building up our confidence especially,
Puhlic speaking, personality development, self awareness. drama.
When you are not used to such long hours, it can be really strenuous,

Enjoyable but strenuous.

Prey kws eperienev

A very few of the students W ho train at the ci c have no teaching experwnee
V, hi le the majority have ken teaching for bet Ween six months and two years.
A small number of them have quite considerable experience between 1 0

and 15 sears especially those from other Caribbean territories, A few of
these students have attended workshops. ol ten run by former Servol trainees.
Some, having previously done Servol s in-service course of weekly t wo-hour
sessions. hax e joined the full 'time course at the ci c. One such student is Grace

Barnard from the south of Trinidad:
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I found that I did not get what I really wanted from the in-service
course. I intend to do this all my life until I get very old. Before I was
involved with Servol we had 55 children in one class. It was run by a
etimmunity group at the community centre. One hundred and ten
children for two teachers. Few materials, and by the time you got
them to the children the time was up. And it was a whole day. from 8
a.m, to 310. It was terrible. When I got home I was just going mad; I
had no voice. Then I got involver! in Servol and went from 55 to 15
in one elass so it was a big difference.

Damaging children us little as possible

Some students with many years of teaching experience found that the course
at the ct t. was introducing them to entirely new concepts and methods. For
example. Laurette Wehster had attended workshops in Anguilla;

Our method svas mow or less formal, like the primary school, We
were 11)iiig hi help the children along and damaging them as little as
possible we now realise that. When I used to teach I eould use
some ol what I learned from workshops held by students who had
returned from Servo! but I wasn't able to do it effectively because I

didn't really fully understand. In the few months of teaaing practice
that I have had here! was able to be with the kids and find that they
learn a lot more than wIth the formal method beeause they enjoy it
more, the playway method. With the formal work they get kind of
bored. going over the same thing. I have cold idence in mysell that
w hen I go hinny the kuls will be more interested 111 learning 11110110

playway mcihod.

Maldress. w ho has Ivo; teaching lot live yeais. explained;

ln the playw ay method the diddle!) alL' ne,ihi engaged in the at.tiviiv
themselves. they, become wrapped up in it. they I ind solutions to
problems with vow assislance rather ihan sou silting dovvn and
telling them.

1110111g sithtilitIlls un pnohlems Means ht'lny ;votive, as Carol Sanibury found:

1'ou always have to create somedung w ith this curriculum. You have
to invent garlic. a song, a story. something hke that. In other
colintries they have thtngs they can bti s. in the store; we have to
kit:ate, Servol says 'don't go to the store to buy something because
you need money for that. we want you to create'. Sometimes. when
Vverybody brings hack what they have done lor an assigmnent it is

great, it is so special, I love to see those great kr Cations.
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A sharing method

At the core of everything the pre-school teacher trainees are learning and
doing are the parents. Mary Steele is from a small town in the south of
Trinidad. Her school opened in 1988 and she did the in-service course. During
her year at the ct.c, her community is running the school, waiting for her to
come back. She defined her job thus:

Being a pre-school teacher is a sharing method. You as the teacher
have your skills but the parents are as equal because if you look
around you could find parents to do almost everything craft, garden
work with the children, make soft toys, play music. If you try you
can get the parents to come in and do almost everything with you.
This is what you are really looking for as an early childhood
educator, these exchanges with parents.

The average age of the teacher trainees is 25 but the variation is from 17 to
46. Around 40 per cent of them have children and they need to make part icular
sacrifices to attend the (lc course. Students from other Caribbean territories,
from Tobago and from the farthest parts of Trinidad live in at the hostel at
the (1.( or stay with relatives or friends in or near Port of Spain. It is still
unusual in Trinidad for women to leave home to undertake such a coUrSe and.
without "the support of their families, many might find it impossible. The
stress on personal lives can be immense. For example. Susan Rotel Vialva is
fiont south Trinidad:

I have two children aged nine and five. he course is a very big
sacrifice financially. My community is not supporting me and my
husband has to pay for me to stay here and for materials. So we rely
on him to look after the children and find the money for me to stay
here. I have to achieve something very great to carry back home to
them. I have to really give them something for the sacrifice. I have to
work to a very high standard so that everybociy can say 'she didn't
waste anybody's time'.

Support from parents and communities

Students returning to pre-schools which are part of the Ministry of
Fducation/Servol programme in rinidad are reasonably confident about the
support they w ill get from their communities and know they will have
back-up from Field Officers and the ct.c:
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I go home every weekend SO I get a chance to tell someone what the
programme is all about and everytxxiy is just waiting for September'
to come. Servol is not only teaching you to attend to the children in
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the classroom. they are training you to deal with adults the parents

and the community and helping you to handle the book work and
all the different things. Also to introduce the new system. The
majority of communities in the rural areas are not up to date with this
method so it would he kind of hard !Or us to go back into the
community with no kind of training with the adults and just introduce
this method. I think we are equipped in the sense that when we go
back we will he able to conmiunicate with the parents. Show them
how we will introduce this method of phy and how it w ill work.
Atter you make it work with the children it will be something that
the y. can carry on and can be passed on, (Mary Sleek, t4nide0

I organised things for the parents and connnunity before. They are all
older than I am. You feel like this young little miss teaching them.
telling them about how to work with the child at home and educate
them, It makes you feel good about yourself, You have something to
of fer. and not only to someone who is younger than you. I don't ever
believe that one person is better than someone else. I just believe that
some people have more to offer than others and the only reason why

I think 1 have more 10 offer Mall these parents is that I have been

trained to it. I wtiuldnt say that I am better. diens rinidthh

The school wils Or !vale before hut hON h is heCthhing parl Ol the
programme. So I have to introduce the Servol methods, I know that

ince I 11:1t. that foundation. September will be just great. I can't tell
you all the plans I have, I am going to have a parent/teachers Meet ing
hefore I start my teaching practice and tell people exactly what this
programme is ail about. I fear that first week. The other teacher will

he starting in-service training in September. she wants to change as
well, In Servol you have to have plans for each subject you do.
es erything laid out in advance, we never had that More, We have
everything planned. the other teacher can't wait to start het training.

"in ol Saniburv,

Introducing flt4 ideas into traditional communities

Those w ho arc returning to other islands w ill also receive hack up trom the
itt . hut in many cases they are among the pioneers. introducing new ideas
and methods into traditional communities:
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I am the second person to come on this, coutse lion)] urks and
( Iwo.. The challenge will he not just introducing the programme in

nit) COMIMMIty Ng show ing the effects 11 can have on the lives ot

ming. htildicri. I will ha.e to start S ith an awareness programme
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and get paicnis ins ol ved iii eeing what their childtco 4:an team from
this playway method. (Swan S 'I inn, riu A% wri/C 'arcrry)

It w ill tx a hip challenge to get the parents involved, to ten them
about SLIVOl's method and how wc are going to go about winking in
the school. Most are young. teenagers. Very lew are over 25, hrt arc
single, It's a ultal)enge hut l its thy hcst to meet it, thiurette
Webster, ngiolla)

I ani going to need a lot 0, money to deselop illS cent1 e. it is in a
I. (immunity that Is not hilly devvInpvil. IIti. patents ate %cry
concelned dhoti! N's hal happens to then chikiren, They show interest:
%se hakc good ti,lationshIps. St11110111tes they can't voinc to !riveting,

114.% arise they ate win Ising long horns, lint I would likc to s1art some
of cduL.ational prop amme lor thc younger ivoplc In the

L'oiiiiiiiiiiit s ho Lion't have a skill. 'Nes are OIL' pruhlvin: the Youths
ate one. involved in 413 tips, I k !IN iii hdp 1111.11) IVSI Is
pilsslillt'. (I i ilk ISAII a)

1 think 1 ;1111 die 111113 sititlet31 him) I1(3111.1.11;11 lio has passed

lhlough 1131s klluIst nd I hope we 4a11 get together nd rool otif
cycl Lem k. and sec how 514 te t'ilfl gel dus knowledge lo ihi Oho 1 2
schools. It sson't happen (Is einight hc.ause tin cycty one that is
awai t. thew ate loin that AIL' riv,are. the challengc is not to I all
hack into %slim we did helote the course. There is l lot of pressure out
theft.. The loimal method has hcen there I or so long and you L'ullle
nd So !do, pla. Parents come IC) sklittill and s.is .ihl Ihvy (1,, is

. Ve k 111L'Ill hi e.ivii. And thin in itself sihl hc IlattIe
Inc lit )2,0 file NI WWI stand. They .13e plit hill theN e

(At:in/hi s1olirsel),i0

.IihtIlls III OW uPitltituinhties II, 5IIRhI Ihest' tetiiiiiing know
mils the Ilailinonal 'Tote winch is the %kJ). 111e NOV
Ihiuuitsuls s 1.111phi I lies, ic also utilised to the wil1:L.1)i of parental and

ins ills enient in the education of then k.hildren. 'lite challenge 1or
111i: IOW thIIIIVt's Is 111115 IIIIIIII lak vIvit tLI, ifs the follow mg chaptei

Most 01 thICIII ;IIV WOW III:III I:;11/.11/ii" of facing it
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NOTES TO CHAPTER HVE

I Except where otherwise indicated. the quotations in this chapter are taken from
conversations held in Trinidad during April and May 1990.

2 Annual evaluative report on the nationwide early childhood education
programme. in Trinidad and Tobago covering the period uguAt July
14SY, Servo!. Port of Spain. I989
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'It belongs to the conununit

A1L. 'iIti "king " lii 1X.11.% L.11111 ;1 SI11/ (if girl V;111 tVall acl11"V
a 11111i111111011a1 change in paional nd conimilint attitudes nd

behavioin patients. as they relate to small children?

This is dle(itivslionthal %kir, posed ti Sso! ii ils Annual ;dilative Report
loi I iISX- 19/49.1 The ;Hist', o has to ht. a qualified vs. It ;s qualified het:mist.
the piogiamme is still in its varl ears, tcatise noi all tioinves can perform
l the sairr t. high level. and because parents and communities differ
iiiiinensel I ruin one another, It is also quahlied Ivcausv vsivciahums, both
on the pal 01 Si 01 and on the part of the trainevs lhonsvit vs, Iry cstivnwly
high in toms of the maim. ol 1141%1111V k'hatigt:11%%4:11:11111Crnrs of Ow fink.

needed to duivsv it, lint there t'an Iv no doubt that changes we occulting in
attitudes and in hehavanir:

k

Pillt:111s ill lhis C01111111111Ily tend Ill &ill %%1111 L'1111,11ell har111y;

1110 1111. V1111, 1111511. L'ilist': Ills 1V;1111 4111111V I lia% i lo 111010111

(11 014.'111%511i:11 c11111V 1141V. I 11Ist' lo go ii mei to thew. to the
parents 100. dial is no1 the tt . ti ii his %Sil. Lulls lit 1 %s;is

(11(1111V1 11C101t. 1 1C.Ikllt'l 111i1 1 11,1i1 it ..111111A1 Ilt' ot thing in
111L'..1 1.1s11..111,1 1 11.1st: sL'L'il that II ilot's1).1 %%011%. '1 Irk'iC 4;iNs
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much nicer ways, things you can do and sit with them together, one
to One. (teacher. Ptirl (4. S1;ain) 2

We had a session with the parents about discipline; they said they
feel they need to beat the child. That was a very good session
because from it a parent was able to say 1 try taking away things that
they like, I try stopping a rv programme,' different forms of
punishment, It was a Very gtxxl session. (reacher. central Trinidad)

Parents too noticed differences in their own behav iour and attitudes:

I have sis children, the youngest is at the Servol pre-school, The
others also went to pre-schools hut they didn't have all these
activities. It was more the three Its; they gave you a book list for a
three year old. The Servol concept includes everything. The one from
youngest was in a Servol pre.,school for just four months and is now
in primary school. It made a wonderful difference. Servol's playw ay
method is much better. All that discipline. hugging and kissing and
telling them that everything is good. I never did that w ith iii y. older
ones. (parent, Pat 11 Spain?

'You can see the healthiness happening to the child'

All evaluation of the programme noted that. despite a steadily worsening
economic situation in most meas. 'improvements in nutrition were reported
bv most teachers and supervisors junk food. soli drinks and shacks have
virtually. been eliminated from the children's lunch pails, replaced by fruit,
vegetables ...' 4
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MY son saY s: ss says don't bring a candy. bring a fruit so he w ill
insist that I don't buy tha. cand y. and give him a banana or an orange
hi eat in the break. (parent. centra/ Trinidad)

There is not enough food to eat. not enough money sometimes to
prepare a little snack for them to bring here. They tend to buy a
ent biscuit in a pack: that is what thev can :Mord, or a package of

corn curls, or a sweet drink. not too healthv. And then Vk trv to show
them that tor the same money they can prepare something at home.
Simple little things like a milk drink or ptitato or carrot sticks.

The school has been a help to parents. At first you see nothing. hut
alter a term they stan coming and liaising with the teacheis, you can
see the healthiness happening to the child. (teacher. Port tifSpaini
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Setting un example

The changes come about because of the programme's integration of all
aspects of a young child's life. What actually happens in the pre-school is
iniponant: the way the pre-,school teacher behaves with and relates to the
three to five year olds in her charge matters very much. particularly in the
exaniple :,he sets kir the parents and other members of the community who
come to listen. to watch and. frequently, to join in. But the pre-school teacher
trained by Servol has a remit wider than the four hours or so she spends each
day %L ith the children. She is expected to undertake parent education
activities; she has to support and work with a Community Board of Education
and a Parent Teachers Assodation ): and she is expected to influence the
wider community so that it can provide a loving and healthy environment for
the young children growing up within it, And, extraordinary though it may
seem, many of these 'slips of girls' do manage to influetwe the wider
kommunity. Ilere are some examples of what such teachers have done, in the
teachers' own words and reported by Servo!.

In the days prior to the school, the !community I Centre was Just
another venue for idle talk and drug trafficking. I was determined to
hide away my doubts and fears, and challenge the situation with a
positive look. MY surveys contributed a great deal in helping to better
my community, So too all my community projects, my greatest
resource being the youths of the area. Cireat respect is afforded to me
;mil 'liming' near the Centre is now a thing of the past. (leacher.
crawl Trinidad)

People in the community have accepted the pre-school very well and
arc always willing to assist 111 whatevei way they can. They have
become mote aware of the need for a pre,school and have accepted
and understood the (..iirticuluili and how it is done by learning
through play. (WM her, Mquil Trinidad)

Not all communities arc so responsive. Obviously the outcome depends on
the personality of the teacher as well as on the intenelatiooships between her
and the community;

The people ot .. are not ver y. encouraging and one almost has to
bribe them to participate in anything. As yet I have not managed to
get the (*entre painted. I have had to change Board members so many

times it's emharrassing. Ilow ever. it seems that I've finally found
some peopk. who ate willing to help hut still I don't think they arc
taking things seriously enough, Almost everything is still left up to
Mc. I do all the st (Irk . lea liei , (%I%t illIthid)



No: only the parents

The activities undertaken by teachers are many and varied. The majority are
closely linked to the pre-school and its activities so that parents and other
community members become involved in building, repairing and otherwise
maintaining the scht,o1 and its equipment: they collect and make materials
for use by the children; they organise and attend fundraising events. There
are also activities such as environmental clean-up campaigns, laying on
water supplies or organising classes which are aimed at the wider
eonmiunity.

Right now we have a 'reach one, teach one' programme. About eight
parents come in every Wednesday. If you know a craft you teach it,

and the next week somebody else will teach something,. Yesterday
we had 13 to 15 year olds who go to the junior secordary and they
are joining us on their half day off. So we have other people from the
community. nol just parents. (teacher, central TrinidwIl

Every second Thursday in the month, members of the community
come to the Centre for public assistance or old age pensions and I
grasp these opportunities to make our community more aware of our
programme. At times our children will sing to them some nursery
songs or say sonie rhymes and as the pensioners kxik on you can we
how happy they are to sec their little ones perform so well. Also
when we are teaching they look so amazed to see the little ones
painting or playing together with materials, building something in a
group. Then you w ill hear them whispering to each other 'look how
different children are being taught at school now, no licks, no
punishment: this is really a different lime, everything changing for
these young people'. (leacher, At 41th hi/lit/cid)

Concern for health is an important facet. not only the children's health hut
that of the parents and the entire community. Many rural communities have
no regular medical or dental services, The nearest clinic may be several
kilometers away: transport is difficult and irregular and the costs may he
considerable for people tm very low incomes. Several teachers have tried to
tackle the problein:
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I wanted medical assistance for both children of the pre-whool and
other people in the area, especially the very old and those who cannot
allOrd a doctor's fee. But N.k hat I did achieve was medical assistance
tor children only in the school, The doctor was kind enough to
volunteer his time and effort to visit the school once a term this is
all the unite he Lould spare us. But we are still seeking assistance
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from another doctor so as to encourage hint to volunteer his time to
the less fortunate people in the village and the older folks also.

We didn't achieve better dental assistance because we did not get a
dentist to volunteer his time during school hours. We are working on
this objective this term. (teacher. central Trinidad)

Including special children

If a pre-school is to be part of a community it needs to reflect that community.
For Servo!. this means including handicapped children. For some of them. it
might be the only educational experience they will ever have. Here is how
one teacher described the inclusion of a Down's Syndrome child;

She v. as at home; the parents had her isolated. I felt she could do
much more and I asked the mother to send her but she said she would
be wasting money, I said 'don't pay any school fees'. so she decided
to send her. Now she is saying how much help she is in the house.
cleaning up. sweeping: she didn't do any of that before. just !riled
around. She is nine now; she's been here two years, When she first
came you couldn't understand what she was saying; now she can
carry on a conversation. She joins in conversations, asks questions.
Another good thing that came out of that was pe,..,ple's attitudes. You
find with a child like that people kind of hiding them away; they
either make fun of them or ignore them. But the children here treat
her as normal. She won't he able to get into the special school, she
has passed the age to get in and it is a long way from us, They don't
accept children like her in the local primary school.

Another Dow n's Syndrome girl. aged six. attends a different pre-sehmil with
her five year old sister. Her mother has seen many changes in the past two
years since she has been attending:

She has learnt a lot since she went to school. She is talking much
better now. She was talking before but only the family could
understand what she was saying. Now she is picking up more from
the other children. The principal of the primary school has said she
k ill take both the girls so they will be starting in September and they'
v. ill still he together.

'A cumulathe effect on parental practices'
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The reason sA hy Servol places so much emphasis on parental and community
involvement is its conviction that the early years are crucial to the
developmem of a human being. i3 y. the age of three. a child's Lharacter
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substantially shaped and by the age of six that character is fundamentally
resistant to change. What happens in and around the home therefore forms

the most important aspect in a child's development. To this end, the entire

programme is conceived so that 'it permits the teacher to make c, 'Mad with

those adults responsible for the bringing up of children and to inluence their
child rearing practices positively in such a way that the subsequent groupsof
children who enter the school will have benefited from the heightened

consciousness of parents and community vi.s-d-vis child development. In

other words, the programme aims at having a cumulative effect on parental

practices over a period of time. 64

The teachers take this very, seriously indeed. In many parts of the world.
parental involvement in schools is defined as inviting parents to meetings and

open days and expecting them to raise funds. The Servol pre-school teachers

go much deeper. They work directly with parents. visiting them at home.
organising meetings and educational act ivities. discussing all aspects of child

development, encouraging them to participate in the everyday life of the

school:
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Due to parents visiting the school, attending meetings, talks and
going on field trips, they have developed a different attitude towards
their children and the school. They are more aware of the curriculum
and how the school functions. Wlwn parents take their children out
they point out educational places. buildings and other things cif
interest. They look for shapes and colours on buildings ahd vehicles.
When children look at a programme on television or hear a story.
they retell the story or say what programme they have seen. (tea( her,

,outh Trinidad)

A few parents were Try much aware that a good start in life or a
good foundation is important before the t: hilt] attends primary school.
Some parents were reluctant at first asking why they should pay for
pre-school education when primary school education is free. Others
could not wait to get their children out of the house. Now parents do
not only help financially or with transport but by coming in and

telling the children religious stories, how to make the different dress
such as a Awl or a 4lhini. Parents help with the sboervision of children
and come in from time to time to stay with the children on the days
%%. e have t4 (irk shops. teat lief. (round Trimjadi

Convincing parents that forcing young children to read and write in
school, and beating them to learn is not the right way. was more a
Iask with the older exNrienced parents than with those who were
nekk and young and who were willing and excited about the new

ideas. By the end of term. more parents were convinced and
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participated fully in the daily educating of their children. (teacher.
south Trthidad)

liven when parents do not respond. the teacher does not give up:

Getting my parents to participate is the most difficult task of all. Out
of 23 parents only six to eight come 10 PTA meetings. They don't
agree. they don't disagree with anything I say. All in all. I have not
given up hope as yet. I only hope that Servol has as much patience as
I do. I really have a very difficult task working with my community
which sometimes seems very hopeless. (teacher, e(Ist Trinidad)

Despite the difficulties, many parvnts report that they are learning new
methods of relating to their children:

The teachers treat kids as if they were their own: they treat them with
love and understanding. It they misbehave, the punishment is not too
harsh. what is good for the kids. Like if a child misbehaves they put
them aside for a little while. They don't hit them. (parent. central
Tiandad)

1 didn't know that there was so much that you could learn before
primary school. (parent. Port of Spain)

Parents in the classroom

55

It is not unusual for parents to help out in the classroom: in many cases they
w ill even take over when a teacher is ill or has to attend workshops. They
alAo assist with field trips which could be to the loeal shop along the road but
could also be further afield: the mo. the fire station, post off ice. library, beach.
botanic gardens and so on. Such activities fulfil a number of functions: they
are occasions for teacher. children and parents to get to know one another
better: they provide opportunities for outings which very few families can
afford by themselves: and they are learning experiences for all concerned.
particularly the children;

On some days we go for walks in the neighbourhood visiting homes
of friends in- the sick or to a place. for example the shop. On
returning to school our lessons focus on these visits, getting the
children to know more about the people and places in the area,
(teache), mnah Trinidad)

ONn thiys. sports days. graduation ceremonies are used as occasions to invite
the w hole community, as opportunities for parents and children to show off
a little and be proud of their accomphshments. Raising funds for the school
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is an important part of the activities. More money is always needed to

acquire a new building, to repair and maintain an existing building, to buy

materials, to fund fields trips. to top up teachers' salaries.

Barbecues, bataars, fairs. raffles are all part of the lives of the teachers.
parents and Board members. The kind of fundraising activities organised vary

according to the community and the resources available. One small
community on the outskirts of Port of Spain organised a tea party and fashion
show and raised IT$ 1 20 while another, in the south of Trinidad. organised
a Blockbuster Bataar which they advertised in the new spapers and on radio

and raked Trs3o.000,

'It belongs to the communits '

Many of the pre-schools are in community centres and have to share their

space: some 'borrow space such as the ground floor of a private house or
one end of a church: just a few are fortunate enough to have their own
premises. One of these is located on a housing estate in Port of Spain where

the teacher explained:

This school has been here about 19. 20 years. It has been involved
ith Servol for about seven years. The older people come past and

stop and look at the paintings on the wall. they find it so nice. People

really feel it belongs to the community .

We try to ha e a %ariety of things to attract different people. We have
workshops. outings. family days. we go to the beach and stuff like
that. try to bring them in. make them feel part of the school. If we
need something done. we discuss it and they feel good: they feel a
sense of importance. They say 'teacher asked me to make something
tor the school and I made it They see the importance of getting
them im olved. The youths too, thev come in and say -Miss. have you
anything for me to do?' A lot of them say "I %k as in this class',

A mother of a child at the sanle pre-school is the secretary of the Community.
Board of Education:

There are live Board members. some are parents. some grandparents.
I hioe been a member tOr just a few months. I think we could do a lot
better because we tend to leave the strain on the teachers most of the
tune: stiinetinies e e \pect them to do a little more than they should.
We are the school hoard and %ke are supposed to be there to help, We
do coine out and help but we could do a little more.

The teachers here are ell qualified. they are er friendly %cry
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nice: they try their best for the kids. So it helped me in making the
decision to send my son here. I find he is doing very well: he is
learning fast. And you know what I like about the teachers is that if
they sense a problem they call the parents and try to find out what the
problem is. They don't just ignore the children. They make me aware.

Contrast with 'traditional' nursery schools

What happens to the children when they leave the pre-school and enter the
formal system'? An evaluation of the first three years of the Ministry/Servol
programme looked at some assessments which compared children who had
completed their first year in primary school with those from 'traditional
nursery schools as well as with those children with no pre-school experience.
In the traditional nursery schools:

There is a major emphasis on reading. writing and arithmetic and the
children are expected to sit at their desks or tables other than at
designated recess perkxis.The major concession to their age is the
si/c of the furniture in the classrooms. The primary schools in sonic
instances therefore reported that some children from the traditional
pre-schools out-performed some Seivol-trained children in the
traditional 'three Rs'. Traditionally trained children compared
unfavourably in communication skills and alertness.

Primary schools particularly commented on the Servol-trained
children's superior conceptualisation and superior social skills, and
also on the ease s ith which the Servol children spoke up in class.
their communication skills generally, and their cooperativeness in
mingling with other children and in getting along with their teachers,

1:ntOrtunately. these are skills that are not necessarily encouraged in
a number of schools in the primary school system and there is no way
of assessing. at the present time. w hether the improved
communicatkin. conceptual and socialisation skills conferred hy
Scrvol training sk ill endure the regular school system .

The move to primary school
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Teachers in the field. among all their other tasks. endeavour to make and
maintain good relationships w ith local primary schools. They visit principals
and infant teachers and invite them to visit the pre-school. They find out what
is being taught and try to prepare the three to five year olds as best they can.
In general. this liaison works well and the children appear to have few
pioblems when they enter primary school. If anything. it is the primary school
teachers ss ho have the problems:

r
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Generally the children from the Servol pre-school come with a
certain amount of knowledge. hut what the teachers tind is that they
are somewhat overactive and this some of them cannot cope with.
Not so much overactive, hut the normal child who stays home until
age five is not extrovert. It makes it a little difficult because you have
to pick ou' those who have not been and you have to cope with those
who are ready to go. Sometimes we cannot separate the two groups.
The last intake we were able to do so.

The pre-school children are as though they have all the energy in the
w orld. They are very confident of themselves. Having to cope with
this set of children and those who are unsure of themselves, they arc
still clinging on to mummy; the teacher has problems with them,
(primal' y Aclund princip(1l. t'entral Trinidad)

It is obvious that the Servol methods are already' having an effect on the
primary education system and that this will increase as more pre-schools are
opened. as parents' expectations grow, and as the formal teaching
establishment adjusts its methodology to one that is suited to the needs of the
communities it serves.

Rut theie is at least one child wlio does not want his pre-school to change one
little bil. A teacher in Tobago reported:

One incident that stands out clear in my mind is that of a child who
vs as transferred to our school due to being beaten and forced to read
at his former school. He kas pleased to he at our school and v. itbin
his first week remarked 'l Voilld like to send My chikl to tins schOol

hen I get big.' What a compliment!
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CHAPTER SEVEN

A matter of listening

E ven though the project seems to he focusing on changing the
adolescents or the children. our hidden agenda k to change the

parents. both actual and potential)

Father Gerry Pantin. founder and Executive Director of Servol. made thk
comment 20 years after he first walked up a hill in Laventille. Port of Spain
and asked 'how car we help you?'
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The hidden agenda

Servol's hidden agenda is fulfilled in several ways. First, by inskting that
centres are run by communities. Servo! tells the community in a very direct
way that it has a responsibility for its children, plus the right to make decisions
about them. This contrasts with the formal education systems in most
countries of the world, including Trinidad and Tobago. where a distant
bureaucracy decrees where schools will be built and what will be taught in
them, and allows parents inside the premises on very restricted terms.

Second, the adolescent programmes deal with actual and ivtential parents at
an age when they are still open to new ideas and ways of behaving.
Evaluations of students have shown that the two areas which make the most
impression upon them are the self-awareness and the parenting programmes:
both help them to understand what had happened to them during their own
childhmi and show them that there are alternatives.

Third, the pre-school teacher training programme emphasises the role of
parents in bringing up children over that of the teacher, It insists on parental
involvement in the pre-school and on education programmes to help parents
understand ami cope with the immense task of bringing up young children.
The teacher's role is thus facilitative rather than dominant.

Fourth. parents arc expected to play a role in the adolescent programmes as
well. Servol inskts that a parent or guardian always accompanies a teenager
registering for the Alw and does what it can to involve the parents further,
This is. again. in coritrast to the formal educin ion system which both explicitly
and implicitly tells parents of children at secondary school level that their
(mly task is to get the children to school and after that, the school k responsible
for the child's educatkin,

The agenda. whether hidden or not. is one that appeals to a number of other
organisations. One of these is the Water and Sewage Authority ( %%ASA) which
asked Servo] to run courses for its staff. In characteristic fashion, Servo]
refused but offered instead to train %ASA staff to run the courses themselves.
Another is the Minktry of National Security which has sent prison officerN
on the ADP instructors' training course so that they can set up a variation of
the xiw for young offenders about to be rdeased from prkon. Programmes
began in two prisons in September 1990,

A transforming effect on societ,

Can quality be maintained as programmes expand throughout Trinidad and
Tohago, to other Caribbean territories, even to organisations that have
nothing to do with education as it is usually defined'? Gerry Pantin is
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convinced that, because of the emphasis on the community-based nature of
the programme, quality can be maintained. He sees parenting and
self-awareness as the crucial parts of the programme, because these help to
train people to be parents in a more enlightened way and, ultimately, this will
transform society.

An example of this is the way in which new pre-school places have been
provided through the early childhotrd programme run jointly by the Ministry
of Education and Servo]. In 1985, the Ministry published a five-year
education plan2 which foresaw an increase in the total number of pm-school
places available (both public and private) from 22,000 in 1985 to
approximately 29AX) in 1990. Although the quantitative target has not been
met, the Ministry of Education/Servol programme had stimulated the
provision of at least 2.500 new places by September 1989, all in pre-schools
run by their communities which emphasise parental involvement and which
have at least one trained teacher. It is this emphasis on quality that transforms
a plan for the provision of a service into a means of altering a society's
perception of itself and of its ability to change.

Training for the real world
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Money is needed to carry out such a programme. Here again Servo] has its
own approach which is. in very simple terms, that there is no such thing as a
free handout. On an organisational level. Servo] gets approximately 60 per
cent of its total income from local sources and the remainder from foundations
ahroad.1The amount raised locally is made up of one third donations mainly
from an annual 'Poor man's dinner' and two-thirds is earned through
production. The vocational workshops at the Life Centres are training
adolescents for the real world outside. That means that they are not only
learning, they are undertaking contract work and earning money for
themselves and for Servol.

An e xample of one money-earner is catering there are catering departments
at the Beetham. Forres Park and Sangre Grande Life Centres, Three days a
week, these departments provide meals for the school feeding programme.
At the Beetham. for example. the instructors and trainees prepare 1.5(X)
meals. But success can lead to problems as Gerry Pant in explained:

We have been asked to provide meals five days a week hut we are
hesitant. The production of these meals is very hectic. We are
traiMng the youngsters to work in the commercial sector which is fast
moving. But we have to ask ourselves whether the !-,fra income can
compensate for the fact that we would lose that breathing space of
Iwo days a week to teach the trainees different culinary skills. We try
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to keep a balance between e(hication and pfixiuetion in which we do
not s.acrifice either One hir the other.

All trainees have to pay fees fir the courses they thi with Servol. although
these do not cover the costs. In January 1990, Servol calculated that the cost
of training an adolescent ADP and vocational skills came to an average of
T1S3.120. Fees for trainees are VIV(X) for a year and they ako have to find
money tOr their unifoniis. travel. meals and working tools. Many potential
trainees. and their families. do not have this kind of money. so Servol helps
them. not by granting scholarships or giving handouts. but bs finding them
work. A leaflet issued in 1990 esplains:

Lei us begin by teaching you perhaps the most important lesson of
sour life nothing in life is free, there is a price to be paid for
eversilung. Servol will arrange weekend jobs kw anyone who so
desires: Son ol %sill collect the money and credit it to your account:
Servol w ill arrange to provide you w ith whatever vou need ss ith the
mones caned. All you need is to contact your instructor or
coordinator and we w ill take it from there.4

The pre-schools are not free either. Sers iii s contribution is to tram and
supervise the teachers and administer the overall programme w rib funds from
the Ministry of Education and overseas Foundations. Communities are
responsible for acquirnig and maintaining buildings. furniture and equipment
and the Boards of Education are evpected to hold fundraising events. Parents
pay fees. usually "I9'S25 per month. for their children to attend. hut one of
the objectives of fundraising Is to have some ntolleV to help parents who
cannot al ford Mk

'It is a heart thing. not a head thing'

The salaries paid by Servol are not high. All staff in the Ministry of
Education/Servol programmes earn the same amount IT$1.400 pkr month

and they also has e health and pension plans. This is also the average salary
of staff employed directly by Servol. Pre-school teachers are paid ITS600
per month through the Minisirs programme once the\ has e completed the
one year full-time course at the ci I. and two years internship. Assistant
urnuqualil ied teachers receive 'ITS300 per month. or IT5500 during training.
Communities are epected to add to these salaries through fundraising
activities. For purposes of contrast, a qualified teacher in ihe formal sy stem
ss ould earn about 1-11,2.600 to start and an unskilled labourer might earn
11550 per day but mas onls be employed occasionalls . As a matter ot
principle. increments paid to Sersol staff are at a nal rate rather than by
percentages.



Fund Aid

6.1

Despite the salaries. Servol staff are highly motivated and staff turnover is
low. How do they find such people? Whenever a job is advertised, Servol
gets many more applications than jobs available, not perhaps surprising at a
time of high unemployment. but many applicants have qualifications that
could ensure them jobs which are far better paid. When interviewing
applicants 'you just get something that this person wants to give of
themselves.' said Gerry Pantin. 'He doesn't know exactly how. doesn't know
if he can do it, he just has that basic desire. We have finind. encouragingly.
that it is present in a lot of people. in a high percentage of the population.
contrary to what people say. Basically we are looking for something in them
that can be developed. It is a heart thing. not a head thing:

Diana Mahabir. one of Serves earliest supporters. is a management and
training consultant and the company she heads has undertaken several
evaluations of Servol's programmes. She was one of the founders, in 1973,
of a sister organisation to Servol which helps individuals and groups to obtain
loans for businesses or community projects. Its full name is the Trinidad and
Tobago Development Foundation Ltd, hut it is known as Fund Aid. Gerry
Pantin is us (unpaid) Executive Director:

In 1973 we were getting so many requests from all over the country
from people who wanted us to start Servol programmes. but we were
incapable of responding. I conjured up this idea and we started a
credit organisation which made an act of faith in the ability of
ordinal :, people a) ;tart small projects on their own. manage them on
their own, with a hit of financial help. What we did was to go around
and sell the idea to the hanks and ask them to contribute to what we
called a loan guarantee fund. because we were not going to loan the
money directly but to guarantee loans at commercial rates and thus
save ourselves a lot of paperwork. We also managed to interest
organisations like the Inter-American Foundation to give a matching
grant to the funds we collected loeally. with the result that we
eventually collected something in the region of 1. IS$4(X).(X K).

The capital was in% ested and the interest used to employ a small staff. Bank
loans have been guaranteed for individuals ho wed money to start or expand
a business. usually small-scale, such as a kian for a sewing machine, a
refrigerator or an engine for a fishing boat. hut also for bigger ventures. All
that Fund Aid asks is that Cm: people who have been permanently employed
tor at least I() years act as guarantors. Community projects include
pre-schools and Life Centres hut also electricity and water supplies or
recreational faci I it ies. ^If it is a community: said Pant i n. 'the money is secure
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because if 200 people promise to pay one dollar a month. the community puts

pressure on everybody to pay up.'

It might sound idealistic but, according to Mahindra Maharaj who works for
Fund Aid, 99.5 per cent of all community loans and 97.4 per cent of small
business loans are up to date or have been repaid. The average loan is
IPS5,(XX) and the maximum is around IT$20,000. in mid-I990. Fund Aid
entered a new phase when the Inter-American Bank made a low-interest loan
of US$500,(XX). which enabled Fund Aid to make direct loans.

Several adolescents have obtained loans from Fund Aid to start small
businesses after they have completed their vocational training and several
private pre-schools have been opened with Fund Aid's assistance by
graduates of the ct.c. But despite the close link with Servol. the majority of
loans have gone to individuals and communities that have nothing to do with

the organisation.

And thus Servol and its sister organisation. Fund Aid. are helping in the
pmcess of self-development on the educational, personal. social.cultural and
economic levels. Running through all the activities is the same philosophy.
the same approach: that is. to make people believe that they can do what they
want to do by their own effons. and that they do not have to sit around and
wait for handouts. Gerry l'antin summed it up as follows:

It is all directed at influencing the attitudes of all the adults who are
concerned with the bringing up of children primarily the parents.
secondarily the teachers. and I suppose ultimately . the politicians,

Learning to work together

During her evaluation of the Ministry of Education/Servol preselux)l
programme. Diana Mahabir spoke to many people in communities and was

struck by how many commented on the way they were learning to work
together.

One of the problems We have had right flom the beginning. also ill
establishing Fund Aid. was that people in communities did not want
to do anything for themselves because they had been programmed by

the political system to wait for handouts. The effect on the
community in terms of people's attitudes towards government's role
in their lives is really revolutionary. People are starting to see that
they have responsibility to do things,

It isn't just sell-help: it is more than that it is a community
recognition of the value of the power of the gevult. that together we
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ean do an awful lot that we cannot individually do. That is going to
have a profound effect on all kin;:s of things in the country. When
you think about a country this small, the exponential effect of that is
very rapid.

o my mind. Servol is a genuine revolutionary organisation and has
hai a far-reaching effect in terms of its past effect on communities
and what I perceive as its future effect on communities and the whole
social and cultural patterns of Trinidad. economic and political.

The kind of revolution Mahabir is talking about is very far from the incident
that captured the world's headlines for a few days in July 1990. Nevertheless,
there are tensions, particularly racial tensions. in the country which should
not be igr,:ired. Some observers see politicians as the culprits, in that they use
race to stir up feelings. particularly at election time. hut all agree that there
is a certain guardedness between the races. as well as a great deal of ignorance
and misunderstanding about ethnic and cultural differences.

One way in which Servol tackles this is through that section of the SPICES
CutTiculum that deals w ith spirituality This is not to he confused with
religion Gerry Pantin explained that they brought the spiritual element into
courses when it was realised 'that the young people had such weird ideas
about God and we felt at least that we could correct those ideas which were
so based on superstition'. In place of superstition, they use examples of'
religious leaders such as Jesus Christ. Ghandi. Mohanini,d. Martin Luther
King. A htindbook5 published for the pre-school programme emphasises the
need to help children understand and internalise values and attitudes such as
lov c. gratitude. appreciation and reverence as well as warmth. honesty,
forgiveness. joy, generosity and kindness. By teaching children respect for
others. Servol is also passing the same messages on to their parents and
communities. By ensuring that children learn about the beliefs of others, their
parents and conmiunities are also gaining know ledge and understanding
about the values of other ethnic groups.

Recognition at home and abroad
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One of the great ironies ol Scrvol is that until recently it has receiv cd more
recognition outside of Trinidad and Tobago than w ithin it, Other Caribbean
go ernments have asked Savol to help set up programmes: foundations in
Europe and the t s have given generous donations: visitors have come from
many countries to listen and to learn: (kTry Pantin and his colleagues have

cn invited to talk to seminars and conferences in Asia. Africa. east and west
Europe. North. Central and South America. But at home. although the
previous I, *v. xi gov ernment gay c finantjal support to Servol amounting to
around 2.5 per cent of its annual expenditure plus capital grants for buildings,

)
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it viewed Servol as just another voluntary organisation and made no attempt
to incorporate any aspect of Senor s programmes into the education system.

But recognition at home has come at last. As a report on the Early Childhood
Programme put it:

It has been a long, long journey from September 8, 1970 when we
walked into a community centre in Shanty Town to find a young
woman with a guava switch teaching children to read and write, to
the bestowal of Oxford certificates on our graduates.'

A local newspaper, also referring to the certificates granted by the University
of Oxford, noted that 'Servol has now become an institution in our country.'
and ended its ankle with the words: 'Certainly, this voluntary organisation
has become another reason for us to have pride in ourselves:7

Mutually benericial relations:tip

Since the end of 1986. Servol has been working more closely with the
government or. at least, with the Ministry of Education. The change in the
relationship has occurred because the Ministry has recognised that Servol is
not so much an alternative provider of services as a part of the community to
which it should be listening. At a world conference on education in March
1990, attended by delegations from more than 150 countries, the cooperation
between the government of Trinidad and Tobago and Servol was held up as
an example of cooperation between the public and the private sectors.
Servol's Deputy Executive Director, Sister Ruth Montrichard. has analysed
the essential ingredients of this mutually beneficial relationship as follows:

a Ministry of Education which is non-defensive about flaws in the
system;

a non-governmental organisation which is free to experiment with
and evaluate non-fonval educational programmes:

a Ministry c.1 Education which is open to change and preoccupied
with evolving a system which caters for all children aud not just
the majority:

a non-governmental organ .sat.on which is riot content to 'do
good' for a few hundred children but is preoccupied with seeing
its good work extended throughout the nation via the formal
sN stem.'
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A pincer movement
^ ^ , .

6 7

Not everyone in Trinidad and Tobago is convinced, There are some who say
that Servol would like to takeover the whole education system. Nothing could
be further from the truth a less power-hungry group of people can rarely be
found. But it is true that the people in and around Servol want to influence
the educational system as a whole. The organisation concentrates on young
children and adolescents because these groups are outside the compulsory
school age, and so they can be reached through non-formal methods: the
formal system obviously fails many of the children passing through it.
Adolescents are the parents of tomorrow. Above all, concentration on
children at the two'ends of the formal education system constitutes a pincer
movement aimed at the very heart of that system.

Servol would like to see its approaches used much more widely. Children.
their parents and their communities should not only be listened to, they should
be recognised as owners of the education system. This means that education
must be based on what people actually need and not on what politicians and
bureaucrats think they need.

One former politician sees a danger that the government, by working with
Servol, is abrogating its responsibilities. Overand Padmore was Minister of
Education between 1981 and 1985 and was well aware of the work Servol
was doing in the fields of pre-school and adolescent vocational training, Ile
sees no problems with Servol's programmes 'provided the government does
not see it as a cheaper way of relieving itself of its fundamental
responsibilities, and 1 suspect this is a direction in which they would wish to
go.' The comment should not he seen as sour grapes from a former Minister.
It encapsulates a fundamental difference of philosophical approach about the
role of government and the role of voluntary organisations.

It is not only in the Caribbean that countries are facing a multitude of
phenomena which they have difficulties in coping with. There are few
industrialised countries which are not concerned about disaffected and
alienated youth, a growing number of teenage pregnancies, rising
unemployment, structural poverty, a population which polarises along class
or religious or racial lines. The response of some governments is to provide
yet more services and more laws: the response of others it is to let go and
allow everything to be regulated by the market. What no government ever
does is to listen, really listen, to the people.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Shaping tomorrow

So where has Servol got to now that it is approaching the grand old age of
21 years'? In quantitative terms. it has got rather far tOr an organisation

that started in September 1970 without any concrete aims or objectives.
without any paid staff or premises or money. without even a name.

In September 1990, around 4,800 children aged 3 to 5 were being taught by
314 teachers, their work overseen by 17 Field Officers: 31 Life Centres were
training 2.250 adolescents, staffed by 88 instructors. Field Officers and

trainers. A further 97 people were
employed directly by Servo!. Each
pre-school and each Life Centre has a
community board of education with
between five and ten members so that
approximately 1,300 people are
involved in the management of 'their
centres in their own communities. When
we bring parents into the picture. we tind
some 20.000 people actively involved in
Servol at any one time.
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An adolescent would usually spend
about 15 months with Servo!. a
pre-school child two years, and thus the
number of people in Trinidad and
Tobago children, adolescents, parents
ind community members who are
touched by the Servol methodology and
approach is continually expanding. The
numbers involvcd in other Caribbean
territories is impossible to estimate. In
addition to the 77 pre-school teachers
from other countries trained at the cll.
since it opened in 198 I . Servol has also
trained instructors for adolescent
programmes and trainers for pre-school
teachers in other countries Grenada has
its own New Life Organisation (tiFW1.0)
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working with adoleseents, while Guyana and St Lucia both now have their

own early childhomi training courses.

But if the reader has been listening carefully to the voices of the people in
these pages. he or she will know that it is not numbers which matter mast to

Servo!.

There are no successes or failures'

A question that is often asked about such programmes is their success rate.
As in so many other things. Servol has evolved its own way of looking at

this.

In genuine community work which involves sensitive dialogue with
the community, there are no successes or failures in the sense that
that question is put. Every moment you sptiid in patiently working at
the pace of a given community is a huge success; every project you
implement always falls short of what is required. since the
community is a dynamic, living, growing entity which develops new
needs as soon as the existing ones are filled. According to the Servol
definition, the only failure in this type of work is to stop believing in
people. to stop !rusting them and to lose all confidence in their ability
to solve their own problems, with a little help from friends.'

In its Annual Report for the Ministry of Education/Servol Adolescent
Development Programme for 1989-1990, an example is given of how Servol
dealt with what, in most other organisations. would be called a failure.

The Board of Education of a Community Life Centre wished to emphasise
the vocational training aspect of the work to the detriment of the ADP. Servol
explained, politely, that if the trainees could not complete the 14-week ADP
before beginning vocational trainnig. then the Life Centre could not be part
of the programme. It further explained that any trainees wishing to attend a
Regional Life Centre for vocational training could not be accepted until they
had successfully completed the ADP. The Board was allowed to retain sonie
funds to keep its Centre running and the two sides parted comp,:ny. One
month later. the Board wrote to Servo! 'extolling the vinues of the ADP and
requesting to be hurriedly re-assigned a field officer and, in effect. be accepted
back into the Ministry/Servol fold'. The moral. as drawn by Servol, is that
respectful intervention is not just about going into communities respectfully.
it is also about withdrawing from them respectfully.

Other Communit Life Centres and some pre-schools have also been
withdrawn from the Ministry/Servol programmes when their Boards of
Education have failed to find adequate premises, or when personality clashes
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among Board members have made life impossible for the staff and students.
In one case, a pre-sehool was closed when local gossip about a teacher led to
the withdrawal of pupils and the Board of Education had failed to take
remedial action.

Servol's methodology of tough love applies to communities as well as to

The question of replicability

Servol has always refused to set up similar programmes when asked by
organisations in the Caribbean and elsewhere. It' the Servol approach is
carefully analysed, the reason for the negative response becomes obvious.
The core of the approach is listening listening to what people are saying
and helping those people to respond to their needs in the way they are hest
able to do so. Trinidad and Tobago is a unique society and Servo! is a product
of a unique set of circumstances. As such, it is,not replicable;

It is no accident that this book contains no syllabus or curriculum for any of
the programmes. This is because what works in Trinidad and Tobago will
not necessarily work elsewhere. There are early childhood and adolescent
development programmes elsewhere in the Caribbean which have taken their
inspiration from Servo!, but which have developed according to the needs
and aspirations of their own societies.

What are the elements of' the approach? I began this book with a quotation
from Gerry Pantin in which he emphasises listening, consulting with the
community, having patience to wait and proceed at the pace of the people.
In the same chapter. Servol's own vernacular is quoted the philosophy of
ignorance, attentive listening, cultural arrogance, respectful intervention.
What we are therefore looking at is an attitude of mind, a belief' in people, an
acceptance of dii ferences. an openness. For such an approach to work, its
practitioners need the ability to pass on these attitudes and values to others
to co-workers and to participants and to instil in others a confidence in their
own abilities and value. Once we have a belief in our own abilities and worth.
we can learn the skills specific to the task, whether it is working with young
children or elderly people. whether it is setting up a programme for
adolescents or helping adults learn new skills. When we believe in people we
will not be providing .terv ices to them. the 'services' or facilities will be theirs
to plan, to manage and to operate.

Ow 'community' can he the group we are working with or learning with, or
it can be our rural village or urban suburb. However well we think we know
our 'community we should not make assumptions about its needs.
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expectations and aspirations. We must start from now. from where people
are. and we will only find Out where that is by listening patiently.

This is an approach that does not tit easily with the demands of late twentieth
century society when plans. detailed timetables and programmes are
demanded, and when quantity is generally valued over quality. Yet the one
does not necessarily preclude the other. Servol's attempt to shape its
tomorrow can be an example and an inspiration to organisations everywhere.

A preferred future

As it entered its 21st year. Servol was planning ahead. not just for the next
year or two. hut for the next 20 years. The organisation has carried out a
planning exercise which involves overall goals in 2010 because

No organisation should ever arrive at a situation in which everything
is falling apart. We have the power in our hands to have a preferred

future,.1

The goal is thus not only to ensure that Servol achieves its preferred future.
but that the communities with which it works do so too.

Part of the future for Servol is a Regional Training and Resource Centre
(MCI which has been established in Port of Spain and was officially opened
in October 1990, Funded initially by the Bernard van Leer Foundation. the
Rrritc aims to act as a resource in early childhoml education and adolescent
programmes for the whole Caribbean region. drawing not only on the Servol
experience but also on experience of' other programmes throughout the
region.

The ultimate goal for Servol is the improvement of the quality of care and
attention of parents towards their children.

Servol is absolutely convinced that this is the lynch-pin on which
hangs all efforts to build a more humane society, The really
important goal of all the Servol programmes is parents. actual
parents. parents-to-he in a few years and embryonic parents. No
matter how widely our efforts are applauded in the education of small
children or adolescents: no matter how effective we are in
rehabilitating prisoners or inculcating genuine attitudes towards work
and self-help: all these achievements are minor victories if we fail to
create new. ink are. sensitised parents for the children of the next

generation.'

Is there an) rossibility that this odd organisation can achieve its goals'? Can
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it really affect the parents of the nest generation throughout the Caribbean'?

Can it really change the way in which people perceive themselves'? Can

communities be weaned from a culture of dependence on authority figures

and gain the confidence to make their own choices, to become sufficiently
empowered to choose and to possess their preferred futures'? It sounds

unlikely. And yet I think back to the people I met in "rrinidad: the staff of
Servol who work with total single-mindedness in the pursuit of excellence:

the pre-school teachers who organise their communities and educate the

parents as well as engendering a love of learning in the children; the parents

and members of Boards of Education who give their time and energy
unselfishly for the benefit of others; the young men and women from
impoverished backgrounds possessing no formal qualifications who spoke
and behaved with such confidence and poise. I know that they have the power

to possess their preferred futures. And if they have it. let us hope their
cominunities will nave it too.

tsam.:s To CHAPTER HUH)

1 Montrichard Servoil faces the eighties. Servo! Printing Services. Port cif
Spain. 1980, p 13

u1-1.11rA LI 0/animal and Caribbean ,Adolescent and Early Childhood
Progranunes]Or Period August 1990 199/ . Servo!. Purl of Spain. 1990
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Publications

Except where otherwise shown, the following publications are available free of
charge to interested individuals and organisations. Please write to the
Communications Section, Bernard van Leer Foundation. PO Box 82334, 2508
EH, The Hague. The Netherlands.

Newsletter
The Foundation Newsletter reports on the work of Foundation-supported
projects throughout the world and provides infonnation on issues related to
early childhocx1 care and education. Published four times a year (January.
April, July and October) in English. Copies of most back issues are available
on request. ISSN 0921-5840

The work of the Bernard van Leer Foundation
An introductory leaflet about the aims and work of the Foundation. Published
1989 in English. Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch.

Current Programme 1990
Ibis publications contains brief descriptions of 1 05 major projects being
supported by the Foundation in 42 developing and industrialised countries.
Illustrated throughout, the booklet also includes an annual report for 1959.
Published 1990 in English (t sss. 0921-5948), and in Spanish as Programa
A rual 1990 (ISSN 0924-302X)

The Power to Change. Andrew Chetley
The basic ingredients of this book are a small-scale early childhood project in
one village which grew to encompass whole communities in the Costa
AtLintica region of Colombia: a university with a commitment to the people of
the region; and a willingness to listen to and learn from the people of the
barrios. If there is a lesson to be learned from this experience, it is that
development is something that has to be undertaken by people, not done to
them. It is a lesson that is relevant to all of us everywhere. Published 1990 in
English. ISBN 90-6195-019-8. (A Spanish-language translation is also
available.)

Paths to Empowerment, Ruth Pa/
This book traces the development of community education proiects which
have been supported by the Bernard van Leer Foundation in Israel over a
10-year period. Giving both theoretical background and practical examples. it
illustrates how the values and operational modes of community development
have been synthesised and incorporated into the world of early childhoml
education. The importance of the community promoter. or para-professional,
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the woman from the community who learns and leads the others into learning.
is highlighted. The I-)ook traces the gradual maturation of practices in a variety
of projects in different settings. not as a rigid model to he followed but as a
compendium of real life experiences and thinking which can be built upon by
communities involved in early childhood care and education wherever they
are in the world. Published 1990 in English. ISBN 90-6195-018-X

A Small Awakening: the work of the Bernard van Leer Foundation
1965-1986, Hugh Philp with Andrew Chet ley
Based on research undertaken by Professor Hugh Philp. the Foundation
Consultant for Australasia. this publication traces the development of the
Foundation through its projects and other activities over a 20 year period.
From an initial focus on compensatory education, the Foundation's work has
evolved, in the light of experknee, to its present emphasis on the development
of children in the context of their own environments. Published 1988 in
English. ISBN 90-6195-015-5

Beyond Child Survival: towards a new future. Report of the Bernard van
Leer Foundation, 1986-1987
The second biennial report of the Bernard van Leer Foundation covers
activities during the years 1986 and 1987. The report includes fcature articles
on projects in Mozambique, Singapore. Ireland. Italy. Trinidad and Colombia
as well as summaries of work undertaken during the period in 40 developing
and industrialised countries. Published 1988 in English. !Ss% 0921-5921

Occasional papers

Early Childhood Care and Education: the Challenge,
Walter Barker (Occasional Paper No I )

The first in a series of Occasional Papers addressing issues of major
importance to policy makers, practitioners and academics concerned with
meeting the educational and developmental needs of disadvantaged children.
Published 1987 in English.

Meeting the Nerds of Young Children: Policy Alternatives, Cden
Nimnicht and N4arta Arango with Lydia !learn (Occasional Paper No 2)
The paper reviews conventional. institution-based approaches to the care and
education of young .7hildren in disadvantaged societies and proposes the
de elopment of alh.rnative. low-cost strategies which take account of family
and community resources and in% olvement as the starting point for such
programmes. Published 1987 in English.
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Evaluation in Action: a case study of an under-fives centre in Scotland,
Joyce Watt (Occasional Paper No 3)
The main body of this patvr is the evaluation report of a Foundation-
supported project in the United Kingdom. It is preceded by an examination of
the issues involved in evaluation together with an explanation of the way in
which this particular study was carried out. It has been published with the
external evaluator in mind, but will be of' interest to all those involved in the
evaluation of community-oriented projects. Published 1988 in English. ISBN
904' 195-014-7

Seminar reports

Children and community: progressing through partnership
Summary report and conclusions of the tenth International Seminar held in
Kingston. Jamaica in November 1988. Published 1989 in English and
Spanish. ISBN 90-6195-016-3

Children at the Margin: a challenge for parents, community and
professionals
Summary report and conclusions of the third Eastern Hemisphere Seminar
held in Newcastle, Australia in November 1987. Published 1988 in English.
isas 90-6195-013-9

The Parent as Prime Educator: changing patterns of parenthood
Summary report and conclusions of the fourth Western Hemisphere Seminar
held in Lima. Peru in May 1986. Published 1986 in English. Spanish.
Portuguese and French.

Multicultural Societies: early childhood education and care
Summary report and conclusions of an International Seminar held in Granada,
Spain in June 1984. Published 1984 in English. Spanish and Portuguese.

The following publications are mailable through hookselllers or as
shown. They are not mailable from the Foundation.

Explorations in Early Childhood Education. John Braithwaite
1985, Vietoria. The Australian Council for Educational Research. Radford
House, Fr;:derick Street. Hawthorn. Victoria 3122, Australia. AS20 plus A53
handling charge. Istis tf-S5563-478-2

The Gifted Disadvantaged: a ten year longitudinal study of compensatory
education in Israel. Moshe Smilansky & David Nevo
1979. London/Ncw York/Paris. Gordon & Breach Inc.. 50 West 23rd Street.
Ncs York. st. 10022. ( SA US$ 46.25, itifiN. 0-677-044(X)-0
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The following four books are available, price 12.50 each, from
Community Education Development Centre, Briton Road, CoventrY,
CV2 4LF, England. Please add £0.50 per 0.00 value of order for postage,

plus £1.00 per order for overseas postage.

Women and Children First: Home Link, Elizabeth Filkin (ed)
This book presents an account of the Home Link project which has been

serving residents of Liverpool. England continuously since 1973. Elizabeth

Filkin has edited the world of i large group of women contribittors to provide

an open and self-critical ass,..,sment of the programme. Ypsilanti. The
High/Scope Priss, 1984, ISBN 0-931114-26-8

A Mole Cricket called Servol. Gerard Pantin
In 1970 the newly independent nation of Trinidad and Tobago was rocked by

a social explosion, and the effect on the traditional. easy-going way of life was

catastrophic. This book describes how a Trinidadian Roman Catholic priest

and a West Indian cricket player. went into the areas of poverty to try to help,

Ypsilanti. The High/Scope Press. 1983. Imo: 0-931114-17-9

The Servo! Village. Gerard Patin
This hook continues the story begun in A Mole Cricket called Servol and
describes how Servo( has grown from a street corner community development
project to a national movement in its own right. Ypsilanti. The High/Scope
Press, 1984, ISBN 0-931114-27-6

Seeking Change, Ann Short
This book describes an early childhood education project for the children of
disadvantaged families in Souai Africa. Ypsilanti, The High/Scope Press,

1984, ISBN 0-931114-29-2

The four books below report on the outcomes of the Project on Human
Potential (1979-1984) supported by the Foundation and carried out by the

Graduate School of Education of Harvard Uniersit y. is. They are
available through booksellers.

Frames of Mind: the theory of multiple intelligences. Howard Gardner
New York. Basic Books. 1983. isns. 0 465 (12509 9 Available in paperback
edition: Paladin Books, London, 1985, i5,95. ISBN 0-586-08506-8

Of Human Potential: an essay in the philosophy of education.
Israel Scheffler
Boston/London/Melbourne. Routledge & K egar Paul. 1985. Isivs

(1-7102-0571-6
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The Cultural Transition: human experience and social transformation
in the Third World and Japan. Merry I White & P Pollaek(eds)
Boston/London/Melbourne. Rout ledge & Kegan Paul. 1986. tssist
0-7102-0572-4

Human Conditions: the cultural basis of educatonal developments,
Robert A Levine and Merry White
Boston/London/Melbourne, Routledge & Kegun Paul, 1986, ISBN
0-7102-0568-6

Publkackmes en español

Boletin Informativo
ArtiCulos seleccionados de Newsletters. Publicado en 1987 y 1988 y 1989 y
1990. ISSN 0921-593X

Lu Labar de Ia Fundaeian Bernard van Lrer
Lin folleto sobre Ia Fundación. Publicado en 1989.

Programa Actual
Consta de breves descripciones de los proycctos de mayor envergadura
apoyados por la Fundacitin, e incluye datos estadisticos relevantes acerca de la
pobkIcion y la educaciOn en la primera infancia de cada pais. Publicado en
9C41. LiSN 0924-302X

II poder de eambiar por Andrew Chetley
Los ingredientes basicos de este libre son un proyecto de pequena escala en el
campo de la educaciOn infantil en un pueblo, que ha desarrollado a incluir
comunidades. todas ellas en la region de Costa Atlamica de Colombia; una
universidad con un compromiso con la genie de la regiOn; y la voluntad de
querer a escuchar y aprender de la genie tie los barrios. Explicada
principalamente a través de las palabras de los participantes. el lector
vislumbra In vida cotidiana in algunas de las aldeas y pueblos y comienza
entender los esfuerzos meticulosos que debe hacerse para realiza un objetivo
de este tipo. La pobreza no ha sido vencida in la Costa Atlintica, pero las
semillas de algunas soluciones estan empezando a brotar. Publicado en 1991.
ISBN 90-6195-020-1 (tambi6n in cl inglés)

NiOn y comunidad: avanzando medhmte Ia asociaciOn
Sintesis y Condusiones del décimo setninario internacional celebrado en
Kingston. Jamaica en novietnbre 1988. Publicado en 1989.
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Los Padres conw Primeros Educadores: Cambios en los Patrones de
Paternidad
Sintesk y Conclusiones del cuarto seininario del I icmisferio Occidental
celchrodo en Lima. Peru en mayo 1986. Publicado en 1986.

Aprender a Vivir: Cr (Mica de una Innovaciim Educativa. Jose R 13oetii

1984. Granada. Editorial Andaluda. San V incente RiTer 13. Granada,
Espana. isns 84-85622-76-6

Pub Bucks em Portugués

0 Trabalho da Fundação Bernard van Leer
t :m folheto solve a Fundac;io. Pub licado em 1989,

Os Pais coino Primeiros Educadores: Niudando os padrOes de Paternidade
Sumdrio do relatOrio c conclusnes do seminario do Ilemisferio Ocidental.
Lima. Peru. maio de 1986. Puhlicado cm 1987,

Sociedade Multicultural: Edueagaio e Cuidados coin a Primeira infimcia

Sumario do relattirio e das cowl usnes do sem Mario internacional. Granada.
Espanha. junho de 1984. Publicado cm 1984,

Videos from the Foundation

"rhe Foundation has available a number of idco s h form the series
Alternatives in early childhood care and education'. Copies can be made

available to Foundation-suported projects in either the vi system or the FSC

sylelll on \ is or Betamax. A small charge to cover costs of copying and postage
is made to orgamsat ions knit side the Foundation netv ork. For f urther i ntormathm
cmcerning the videos, please contact the Communications Section at the
Foundation.

Bernard van Leer Foundation,
PO Ros 82334.
2508 Eli The I lague.
-1-he Netherlands
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What do the projects do?

All projects supported by the hiundation have, at their core. the education, care

and development of young children. An essential ingredient of projects is the

close involvement of the parents of the children and of the surrounding
community. This is based on the belief that the home is the most important

env ironnwnt affecting human development. and that the community is also
impolant. Projects do not therefore look only at educational activities which take

place in pre-schook. nurseries or primary schools, they work with adults in their

own homes and in the conimunity in order to create understanding and awareness

of children's developmental needs. This can include the importance of play.

making toys and equipment from scrap materials and from the natural
environment. information and advice on nutrition and health. and other needs of

the children or the community. Many of the people doing this work are women

from the same community who have been trained by the project, The involvement

of parents and other adults helps to build up their own skills and self-confidence

and this. in turn, leads to other improvements in the soeial and physical structure

and the self-assurance of the community as a whole.

Geographical span

In accordance with its statutes. the Foundation gives preference l eountries in

h i ch the Van Leer group of companies is established,

Applications for suppport

Deckions concerning the funding of major projects are taken by the Board of
Trustees of the Foundation, No commitments can hc given before such approval

bv the Board. There are no application forms and the Foundation does not
preseri be a rigid tOrmula for proposals. Potential applicants are strongly advised

to submit an outline of their aims and objectives before preparing a detailed
Ft 'posit .

Funds can be made available tor the implementation of innw.atory projects in

the field of early childhood care and education. Appl Wants can be puNic bodies,

acadenik. or non-governmental institutions. or voluntary organisations. Grants

arc not g en to individuals or for general support to organisations or in response

to general appeals, The Foundation does not provide stud v. research or travel

grants.

The Ft lundation recognises 'nat projects in its field of work require time to
develop and implement new approaches and grants are normally made for more

than ooe ear, The long -ter, Otabi lit>. of ".1 project is an important
consideration in the appraisal 01 prowsals,
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